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[BIDAMON, LEWIS CRUM, (1806‐91; second husband of Emma Hale SMITH)]
ACCOUNTS of his purchases and credits, written in another hand filling nearly
four tall pages of an unsigned merchant day book (but see below). July 23, 1840
– October 30, 1841. Together with other Bidamon family membersʹ accounts, and
accounts of other persons of interest, the full present book ranging from July 10,
1840 – late 1842 with scattered later entries from 1843 and1844. Canton, Fulton
County, Illinois.
31½ X 20 cm. [142] pages comprising 70 double‐page spreads (debit and credit
facing page pairs, each numbered at top of the left‐hand page); plus the first
page (blank but for a few manuscript index letters) and the final page numbered
71 (beginning accounts for which no facing credit page is present). Disbound,
worn, with some stains and separating, yet collated miraculously COMPLETE SO
FAR as itemized above.
condition noted: $1,500
Brothers David and Isaac Quigley SOUTH (born 1816 and 1818, respectively)
appear to have been the unnamed merchants, and would have been in their early
twenties when this book commenced. I have handled a similar store book from
similar‐aged brothers from the 1820s in New York State. And, as in an 1840
manuscript daybook which I handled from nearby Hancock County, Illinois, the
present example contains a partial transcript (for personal reference) of a
document that had been signed by the likely proprietor(s). It appears here on
page 40 (left page), and reads in its entirety as follows:
Whereas David and Isaac Q South did on the 29 Day of September one thousand
eight hundred and forty five rent of J C Bidamon a cirten [sic] house and stables
noen [i.e., known] as the Seyrock property, untill the first of March 1846 for
which the said Souths agree to pay monthley three dollars in store goods at Cash
price and return the property in as good condition as when received[,] the
natural ware only excepted
Canton Sept 29th 1845
David South & I Q South
[emphasis added]

John Crane BIDAMON (above) was Lewis C. Bidamonʹs brother, and J. C.ʹs
account appears in this book on pp. 50 (left and right). He receives cash and
sundries, and makes payments in cash, flour, coal, rice and candles.
F. BIDAMON (Frederick, per 1840 census?) has an account on pp. 49 (left and
right) with just a few entries.
J[ohn]. D[edrick]. BIDAMON (Lewis Bidamonʹs father, died 1842) has an account
in the upper quarter portions of pages 1 (left and right), buying lumber, timber,
nails and sundries, paying with cash and flour. His name also appears atop page
29 (left), but there appear to be no corresponding entries there.
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ʺL BIDAMONʺ entries, on the other hand, fill most of four pages (pages
1 and 2, right and left for each), with expenditure totals of $58.19 & $130.11,
and credit totals of $226.13 & $165.91, making this man a prominent citizen.
Indeed, he owned a local foundry, and one of his payments is credited by ʺCash
per Ironʺ for $1.19 on February 7, [1841]. He would soon sell that foundry to a
young tool maker by the name of William Parlin who was working as a
journeyman in the blacksmith shop of Robert C. Culton on Elm Street. R. C.
CULTONʹs account appears in this book on pages 69 (right and left), buying corn
meal, flour and 215 pounds of salt. Parlinʹs first steel plow was made in
Bidamonʹs former foundry in 1842, and the ultimate result, through various
transitions, became the world‐famous company of INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER.
HE

LEWIS CRUM BIDAMON lived a varied and somewhat
loose life, but will always be remembered by Latter‐
day Saints as Emmaʹs husband after the martyrdom.
They lived in the Mansion House and later the
Nauvoo House (converted to the ʺRiverside
Mansionʺ). Bidamon acted as local justice of the peace
and police magistrate, and gave away pieces of the
original manuscript of the Book of Mormon and other
historical ʺtrinketsʺ to certain lucky visitors. For a
more serious treatment than I have time to offer here,
see Avery and Newellʹs ʺLewis C. Bidamon, Stepchild
of Mormondomʺ in BYU Studies vol. 19, no. 3 (1972).

selections from an unrecorded British pamphlet of 1842?
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BROTHER JONATHAN (weekly newspaper‐format periodical, New York) for
December 3, 1842 [III:14].
Quarto, 31 X 23 cm. [1 (illustrated cover title & ads)]f.; then paged [391]‐420
(complete issue). With generous untrimmed margins, never bound. In very
good condition, and generally clean and bright except for some moderate
staining to lower left areas near the beginning.
$300
Lamazow, American Periodicals 438: ʺA weekly miscellany published by Park
Benjamin and Rufus Griswold, mostly devoted to serial fiction and criticism but
with some original material . . .ʺ The front page of this issue includes a brief table
of contents designating which articles are ʺOriginal,ʺ and these include
something quite interesting on page 408 entitled ʺTHE MORMON DELUSION IN
ENGLANDʺ (more than half the page, amounting to more than 10 column inches
of small type).
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ʺWe have before us,ʺ explains this
magazineʹs editor,
an English pamphlet entitled ʺThe
Mormonite Delusion Exposed,ʺ
which contains two narratives of
persons who were induced to
immigrate to Nauvoo, the Mormon
settlement, in the State of Illinois,
under the idea of finding there, as
one of them expresses it, ʺa beautiful
place—a paradise—the land of lib‐
erty—and a land flowing with milk
and honey.ʺ Both of them after a
short sojourn, have returned to their
native land; and their account of the
gross fraud and delusion there
practised, will, we hope, have the
effect of deterring others of their
countrymen and women from falling into the same trap. . . . [emphasis added]

I have checked everything available to me here, and can find no record of the
pamphlet reported above. It should date from 1842 because the second account
excerpted is by a woman who supposedly returned to England in 1842, the same
year as this magazine article was printed.
The first narrative is that of one ʹJames Greenalghʹ [sic; should be GREENLAGH],
which Craig L. Foster finds ʺamusingʺ (however precise it may sound in the
portion printed here) and dismisses it as likely contrived (Penny Tracts and
Polemics . . . , 2002, p. 92). For three separate publications of the Greenlagh
narrative, see Flake 3713, 3713a and 3713b. According to Ada Blanche Nisbet,
this story ʺ[d]escribes a 23‐week trip in 1842, from England to the Mormon
settlement in Nauvoo, Illinois.ʺ ‐and was originally published in Joseph Liveseyʹs
ʺfree‐trade political organ, The Struggle,ʺ issues 36 and 37, in 1842 (British
Comment on the United States: A Chronological Bibliography, 1832‐1899, [Berkeley
and Los Angeles: Univ. of California Press, 2001], entry 342, page 48).
ʺThe other narrative,ʺ continues Brother Jonathan in the article here at hand,
is that of ANNE SHASETT, of Little Lever, who left England for Nauvoo, in
October 1840, and returned in August, 1842. She had some little property, which
she was induced to convert into money, which she did, apparently from religious
motives only; went to Nauvoo, found herself miserably disappointed in the
estimate she had formed of the prophet Joseph and his colleagues, and then
returned a wiser woman than she went, though with somewhat a lighter purse.
Here is the marrow of her observations:—
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ʺI now saw plainly that myself and others that went out with me were deceived.
Instead of finding a godly and pious people, we found them, the very reverse:
they were impious, particularly the heads of the church. Joe Smith said he had
the Lordʹs power and the devilʹs power. I saw a large basket full of hymn books
and books of Mormon for sale. The price of a hymn book was fifty cents, about
the size of a ninepenny one; but the members of the church were obliged to buy
them, because they were different from those in use before. They were
composed by Joe Smith, by revelation, and printed by his brother, who then had
the printing office, but is since dead [i.e., Don Carlos Smith, died August 7, 1841].
There was next a collection for the building of the temple. After it had gone
round, Smith said there was room for a great many more dollars,
notwithstanding the Mormons were called upon to work every tenth day for
nothing. The preaching is oftener about money to build the Lordʹs house than
serving God. The chief officers in the church are the chief officers in the city,
such as mayor, aldermen, sheriffs, &c.; so they do with the poor as they please.
The houses are mostly like English cow‐pens.ʺ [emphasis added]

ʺLet us hope,ʺ conclude this New York magazineʹs writer, ʺthat these exposures
will preserve other credulous people both here and in England, from similar
sufferings and delusions.ʺ
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THE [CHICAGO] SUNDAY TIMES for Sunday morning, January 14, 1872 [5:41].
Folio, 12 pages (complete issue). Very good; some separation along back fold
where disbound. This issue was printed only three months following the Great
Chicago Fire.
$90
ʺMORMONDOM. The Hawkins Adultery Trial. Personnel of Judge, Jury, and
Spectators.
About Bill Hickman‐‐‐Youngʹs Pleading to His Indictment.
Interesting Gossip, Sketches, and Reflections from the Mormon Capital.ʺ This
very lengthy article, filling more than two columns of small type on page 8, is
taken from pp. 9‐49 of a pamphlet printed shortly before, George Alfred
Townsendʹs The Mormon Trials at Salt Lake City (New York: American News
Company, 1871), based on ʺLetters from Utah to the Cincinnati Commercial,
October, 1871.ʺ (Flake 8986).
The text is filled with ironic color and comedy of sorts, and is preceded here by a
brief EDITORIAL PARAGRAPH presumably original to this newspaper, noting that
the writer ʺis a hater of polygamy, but he has the sense to see that the present
raid against Mormonism is not in the interests of decency and religion, but in
those of scalawags and adventurers of all sorts.ʺ For full text of the pamphlet,
see: https://archive.org/stream/cu31924031260924/cu31924031260924_djvu.txt
Here is a taste from the article now at hand:
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The judge on the bench, J. B. McKean, at once cleared his throat and looked over
the bar and the audience. The judge wore a blue coat, and was trim as a bank
president. He sat upon a wooden chair behind a deal table, raised half a foot
above the floor; the marshal stood behind a remnant of a dry‐goods box in one
corner, and the jury sat upon two broken settees, under a hot stove‐pipe and
behind the stove. They were intelligent, as usual with juries, and resembled a
parcel of baggage smashers warming themselves in a railroad depot between
trains. The bar consisted of what appeared to be a large keno party keeping tally
on a long pine table. When some law books were brought in after a while, the
bar wore that unrecognizable look of religious services about to be performed
before the opening of the game.
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[CORAY, Howard] ʺHome of Howard Cory – Private Secretary to Joseph Smith,
Nauvoo, Ill.ʺ (lettered in the negative). REAL PHOTO POSTCARD. Ca. 1910‐1930s.

8.7 X 13.8 cm. (a little under 3½ X 5½ inches). An Azo card (company owned by
Kodak). Divided back. Unused. Glossy surface. Image somewhat faded but
digitally recoverable per example shown at left; condition otherwise essentially
as new.
$125
Possibly from an earlier glass‐plate negative. A real photo postcard is not a
machine‐printed reproduction, but an actual photographic print. Dating above is
based on Robert Bogdan and Todd Weseloh, Real Photo Postcard Guide (Syracuse
Univ. Press, 2006), p. 223 (and phone consultation with Mr. Weseloh on April 4,
2013), designating this style as Azo 8 and saying, ʺProduced through the 1930s.
. . . We have a few cards of this type with 1910 postmarks, but this back does not
appear again until 1926.ʺ
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THIS HOUSE IS NO LONGER EXTANT, but
something interesting happened here, as
recorded in Mr. Corayʹs own ʺReminis‐
cenceʺ in the LDS Church archives:
My wife had a peculiar dream . . . she
desired me to accompany her to Bro. Hyrum
Smithʹs for the purpose of getting him to
interpret it. We went the next Sunday to see
him; but having company, he was not a
liberty to say much . . . the next Sunday we
went; but found as many at his house as the
Sunday previous. . . . but in a day or so he
called at our house, and invited us to take a
ride with him in his buggy . . . he commenced rehearsing the revelation on Celestial
marriage . . . this was on the 22 of July 1843. The dream was in harmony with the
Revelation . . . while still in the buggy, Bro. Hyrum asked my wife, if she was willing
to be sealed to me; after a momentʹs thought, she answered, yes. He then asked me if
I wished to be sealed. I replied in the affirmation [sic] . . . he performed the ceremony,
then and there. [as transcribed by Richard Neitzel Holzapfel in Old Mormon Nauvoo
. . . (Santa Ana, California: Fieldbook Productions, 1991), p. 50. IMAGE ABOVE shows
detail recoverable from this postcard though enlargement and contrast control.]

Compare to the following Brigham Young University digital version online
which was apparently taken from a non‐postcard print from the same original
negative: http://contentdm.lib.byu.edu/cdm/ref/collection/RelEd/id/4256
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[Congregational Church in Utah] Minutes[,] Fiftieth Annual Session of the
Utah Congregational Conference[.]
Community Congregational Church[,]
Provo, Utah[,] May 9 ‐ 11, 1935[.] [cover title and imprint]
21½ X 17½ cm. [16] pages. MIMEOGRAPHED booklet secured by a single original
side‐staple. Light soil; upper‐right fore‐corner of first leaf chipped away, not
affecting text.
the two unrecorded pamphlets: $85
:: TOGETHER

:: a very similar pamphlet of MINUTES of the FORTY‐THIRD
ANNUAL SESSION of the WYOMING CONGREGATIONAL CONFERENCE[.]
Wheatland, Wyoming[,] May 13 ‐ 15, 1935. Light soil; very old hand‐written call
number in upper‐left corner of front cover (not too obtrusive).
WITH

No Mormon content, but unusual Depression‐era local history with lots of
names, amounts collected, transactions, and some devotional content. ʺRare as
henʹs teethʺ may not be a technical term, but it probably applies here. Neither
item appears to be on OCLC in any form so far as I can contrive various
searches there. The Utah event, held in Provo, was moderated by Miss Madeline
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Gile of Bountiful. I find no awkwardness or typographical errors in the text.
This appears to have been quite a respectable if impecunious assembly, reporting
1,330 members in the area (including a Japanese group in Ogden), but with very
limited funds. ʺThe offering for Ministerial Relief was then taken and the sum of
$9.00 was received.ʺ (p. [3])
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CROCKWELL, James H. SOUVENIR OF PARK CITY. Her Mines, Mining and
Pleasure Resorts. Photographed and Copyrighted, Dec. 1891, by Jas. H.
Crockwell, Salt Lake City, Utah. The Albertype Co., N. Y.
12 X 17 cm. [17]ff., of which 15 are illustration plates. All leaves but the title leaf
are blank on verso. Original pebble‐grained red cloth decorated in black and
read, tied with red cord. A fine copy; even toning to first leaf.
$175
Not a candidate for Flake, because there is
no Mormon content. OCLC shows only
this edition, and locates a total of only
five copies, with the sole Utah example
held by BYU library. Back of title reads:
ʺIn presenting this souvenir of Park City
and her pleasure resorts (my sixth gotten
up in the West), I trust it will meet with the
same approval as my previous ones. For
the descriptive [text, on second leaf] I am indebted to C. S. Austin of Park City.
Respectfully, Jas. H. Crockwell, View Photographer, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Mining and contract viewing a specialty.ʺ Lots of small mining scenes and
pictures of buildings. A pleasing copy, ideal for any Park City resident who
values the areaʹs history.

ʺBanner, carried by Indian Children,—

ʺWe shall become a White and Delightsome People.ʺ
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
ʺCome you wandʹring sons of Lehi, / Learn the ways the white men love. . .ʺ
–ʺverses by Miss E. R. Snow . . . sung by the Juvenile Choirʺ
[reports of the July 24 celebrations in Salt Lake City, p. (3)]
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DESERET NEWS. Truth and Liberty. Great Salt Lake City, U[tah]. T[erritory].
[A(lbert). Carrington, Editor.] Thursday, July 27, 1854. Vol. 4, No. 20.
Folio, 55 X 40 cm., [4] pp. (complete issue). Printed on thick rag paper, probably
locally produced. Once folded in eighths. Some loss to each leaf at one upper,
central fold crossing. Negligible further loss affecting a portion of one line (only)
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of the blood atonement sermon (that line nearly readable, and not containing
prime content).
condition noted: $450
Printed every Thursday; office at the Post Office. CONTAINS THE INFAMOUS
BLOOD ATONEMENT SERMON DELIVERED BY JEDEDIAH M. GRANT in the old
Tabernacle on March 12, 1854 –so extreme that it did not get into the Journal of
Discourses. Iʹm not sure if this has ever been published subsequently in full,
though a few of its worst parts were picked up in standard anti‐Mormon
potboilers of the era, and later appeared in Congressional hearings of the early
twentieth century.
Jedediah Morgan GRANT (1816‐56; father of Heber J. Grant) was then Mayor of
Salt Lake City. He obviously pleased Brigham Young with this speech, because
less than a month afterwards, Young not only had Grant ordained an apostle,
but also made Grant his second counselor (April 7, 1854).
ʺDISCOURSE By Jedediah M. Grant, Tabernacle, G. S. L. City, March 12th, 1854ʺ
fills 2½ columns on pages [1‐2] of this newspaper (nearly 49 column inches of
text). I find it nowhere on the Internet, except for portions quoted in various
works. The reasons may be obvious, below. Speaking according to the ʺspirit,ʺ
as he claims during this extemporaneous speech, Grant gradually follows ʺthe
Holy Ghostʺ to the subject of Mormon ʺcovenant breakersʺ and what should be
done with them. Grant dislikes the declaration by Oliver Cowdery in the
Doctrine and Covenants (now D&C 134:10) that religious societies do not have
the authority ʺto try men on the right of property or life,ʺ and he questions
whether Joseph Smith personally approved of such limitations . . .
Now in relation to a passage in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants. It is
written in the Appendix of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants Paragraph 10,
that the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints ʹbelieve that all religious
societies have a right to deal with their members for disorderly conduct
according to the rules and regulations of such societies, provided that such
dealings be for fellowship and good standing; but we do not believe that any
religious society has authority to try men on the right of property or life; to take
from them this worldʹs goods, or put them in jeopardy either in life or limb;
neither to inflict any physical punishment upon them. They can only
excommunicate them from their society, and withdraw from their fellowship.ʹ
This was written by Oliver Cowdery. He believed it was right, and I know it
was adopted when Joseph Smith was absent on a journey; but whether he
sanctioned it or not I never did know. But in the ancient church, Paul refers to
covenant breakers. What disposition ought the people of God to make of
covenant breakers?—they who are led by the meek and quiet Spirit of God; who
trust in Jehovah, and watch and pray, and partake of the sacrament of the Lordʹs
Supper; who do right, and have kept their baptismal vow;—I say what ought
9

such a people to do with covenant breakers? ʺWhy,ʺ says one, ʺforgive them to
be sure.ʺ Very good, but what else ought they to do? What does the Apostle
say? He says they are worthy of death. I wonder whether he was really in
earnest, or happened to get into a wild freak and advanced principles and
sentiments that were incorrect? I am inclined to believe his decision was a
correct one.
Then what ought this meek people, who keep the commandments of God do
unto them? ʹWhyʹ says one, ʹthey ought to pray to the Lord to kill them.ʺ I want
to know if you would wish the Lord to come down and do all your dirty
work?—Many of the Latter Day Saints will pray, and petition, and supplicate the
Lord to do a thousand things they themselves would be ashamed to do. I would
like men never to ask Jesus Christ the Lamb of God, his Father, their associates,
or the angels of the high heavens, to do anything they would not be willing to do
themselves.
When a man prays for a thing, he ought to be willing to perform it himself. But
if the Latter Day Saints should put to death the covenant breakers, it would try
the faith of the very meek, just, and pious ones among them, and it would cause
a great deal of whining in Israel.
In the days of Moses for certain crimes they were to hring [sic] the guilty
persons before the congregation, and each man and woman were required to
bring a stone to throw at the person worthy of death.
Then there was another odd commandment.—The Lord God commanded them
not to pity the person whom they killed; but to execute the law of God upon
persons worthy of death. This should be done by the entire congregation
showing no pity. I have thought there would have to be quite a revolution
among the Mormons, before such a commandment could be obeyed completely
by them. The Mormons have a great deal of sympathy. For instance, if they can
get a man before the tribunal administering the law of the land, and succeed in
getting a rope around his neck, and having him hung up like a dead dog, it is all
right; but if the Church and Kingdom of God should step forth and execute the
law of God, O! what a burst of Mormon sympathy it would cause. I wish we
were in a situation favorable to our doing that which is justifiable before God,
without any contaminating influences of Gentile amalgamation, laws, and
traditions, that the people of God might lay the axe to the root of the tree, and
every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit might be hewn down.
ʺWhat! do you believe that people would do right, and keep the law of God, by
actually putting to death the transgressors?ʺ Putting to death transgressors
would exhibit the law of God, no difference by whom it was done; that is my
opinion.
You talk of the doings of different governments, the United States if you please.
What do they do with traitors?—what mode do they adopt to punish traitors?
Do traitors to that Government forfeit their lives? Examine also the doings of
other earthly governments upon this point, and you find the same practice
universal; I am not aware that there are any exceptions. But people will look
10

into books of theology, and argue that the people of God have a right to try
people for fellowship, but they have no right to try them on property or life.
That makes the devil laugh, saying, I have got them on a hook now; they can cut
them off, and I will put eight or ten spirits, worse than they are, into their
tabernacles, and send them back to mob them. What a fine thing it was that I got
Oliver Cowdery to write that piece on law, and introduce it into the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants!
But if the Government of God on earth, and Eternal Priesthood, with the
sanction of High Heaven, in the midst of all his people, has passed sentence on
certain sins when they appear in a person, has not the people of God a right to
carry out that part of his law as well as any other portion of it? It is their right
to baptize a sinner to save him, and it is also their right to kill a sinner to save
him, when he commits those crimes that can only be atoned for by shedding
his blood. If the Lord God forgives sins by baptism, and there is another law
that certain sins cannot be atoned for by baptism, but by the shedding of the
blood of the sinner, query, whether the people of God be overreaching the
mark, if they should execute the law to save such? They used to do it
anciently. We would not kill a man, of course, unless we killed him to save
him. We would not baptize a man unless we baptized him to save him. We
would not lay hands upon a man that he might receive the Holy Spirit, only for
the salvation of the man. And every act of men having the priesthood upon the
earth, should be for the salvation of the people. [p. (2), column 1]
.....
We have line upon line, line upon line, here a little and there a little. We are
advancing and growing in grace, and in the knowledge of the truth. When a
man undertakes to contract and narrow in his views, he ceases to grow in grace
and in the knowledge of the truth. That which is narrow is not Mormonism.
That which is limited is not Mormonism! Mormonism is not like the bed that a
man cannot stretch himself upon, or the cover that a man cannot wrap himself in.
What have I to do with the first principles taught to me? You talk of the
endowments that will make you acquainted with God. You talk of his
ordinances; but as you advance, you will take upon yourselves more
responsibilities, and covenants.
When children first go to school, the
responsibility on them is light; but as they advance, and become acquainted with
principle after principle, doctrine after doctrine, precept after precept, it
increases, and they are made more perfect, and prepared by their education and
training to occupy an important station in their sphere.—So it is with the people
of God. If you shall thus advance, and then turn and trample the holy
commandments of God under your feet, and break your sacred and solemn
covenants, and become traitors to the people of God, would you not be worthy of
death? I think you would.
Do you think it would be any sin to kill me if I were to break my covenants? Let
every man preach for himself; I am preaching my own faith to‐day. Do you
believe you would kill me if I broke the covenants of God, and you had the
Spirit of God? Yes; and the more Spirit of God I had, the more I should strive
11

to save your soul by spilling your blood, when you had committed sin that
could not be remitted by baptism.
There are principles to suit every state to which we shall advance, throʹ all the
stages as we rise in the spheres of intelligence, and there are principles to govern
us while in those spheres; consequently I want the Saints to understand one or
two real practical points as to what they have a right to do.
ʹButʹ says one, ʹwill not Uncle Sam play the devil with you?ʹ We are next to him;
Uncle Sam is a part of us, and we are a part of Uncle Sam, and it is Uncle Sam
and us together. We have a right to worship God according to the dictates of
our own conscience, and have a right to carry out our religion; and there is
nothing in the Constitution and laws of the United States to the contrary.
May the God of Israel bless you in the name of Jesus: AMEN. [p. (2), column 2]

The entire long talk may be read from an original example illustrated online at:
http://udn.lib.utah.edu/cdm/compoundobject/collection/deseretnews1/id/175283/rec/20
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DISTURNELL, J. (firm, Philadelphia). ACROSS THE CONTINENT and AROUND
THE WORLD. DISTURNELLʹS RAILROAD AND STEAMSHIP GUIDE: Giving the
Great Lines of Travel Around the
World, by Land and Water; Also,
Containing a List of all the
Railroads in the United States
and Canada, and Other Useful
Information
Relating
to
Steamship Lines, Telegraph Lines,
Etc. Philadelphia: Published
by J. Disturnell . . . And for
Sale by the American News
Company, . . . New York . . . ,
1873.
15½ cm. 138, [22 (ads)] pp.;
oblong folding ʺMap of the
Northern Pacific Railroad, and
its Inter‐Oceanic Connectionsʺ
showing the northern hemi‐
sphere from China to the
Eastern Mediterranean longi‐
tudes (including Salt Lake
City).
Collated COMPLETE.
Original flexible red cloth gilt‐
12

stamped on front cover. Covers faded and with soil and moderate wear, but
binding and blue endleaves/hinges strong. Numerous tables and several
illustrations.
$250
NOT IN FLAKE, and evidently quite scarce. OCLC shows editions in 1872 and
1873, locating only four copies of each edition, with none in Utah. The brief
section on Utah (p. 115; 2½ column inches) is complimentary, just mentioning
ʺthe Mormon settlementʺ and stating that, ʺThe chief object of interest is the
Tabernacle, capable of containing 10,000 people.ʺ ILLUSTRATION ABOVE, page 5.
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GOTTFREDSON, Peter. HISTORY OF INDIAN DEPREDATIONS IN UTAH.
Illustrated. Compiled and Edited by Peter Gottfredson. [Salt Lake City: Press of
Skelton Publishing Co., Copyright 1919 by Peter Gottfredson.]
19 cm. 352; [17 (Supplement, beginning with pp. [1‐2] comprised of a leaf of
sized paper bearing errata, and on its verso, a plate); + frontispiece and 13 other
leaves of sized paper bearing plates (or text) on both sides. Plates not itemized in
the text, but everything appears tight and complete. Collated thus, COMPLETE.
ʺVocabulary of the Ute Dialect. Translated by Dimic B. Huntington . . . ,ʺ pp. 5‐
10; List of people ʺKilled by Indians in Utah,ʺ 1850‐72, pp. 11‐13.
Original blue cloth decorated in red and white. Very good, tight, and internally
fine with no tears, stains or writing. Some rubbing to spine and covers, but a
respectable copy of a title which appears hard to find in this relatively nice
condition.
$150
First Edition (reprinted much later). Graff 1599, not mentioning the Supplement.
Flake 3649, saying 352 pp. and listing the Supplement as a separate item (Flake
3649a). Eberstadt Catalog 130 (issued in 1952), item 575, not mentioning the
Supplement, and calling this work ʺA mine of material on the Indian campaigns
and massacres. The author writes from a lifetime in the Utah country, and from
pioneer diaries and other original sources.ʺ
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. . . Captain Gunnison . . . fell by fifteen arrow‐wounds,
and had his left arm cut off at the elbow . . . Having no means of interring
the bodies, I was compelled reluctantly to leave them where they fell. The wolves had
so destroyed Capt. Gunnisonʹs remains, that it was impossible to bring them off the ground.
–R. M. Morris, p. 6
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[GUNNISON MASSACRE] . . . CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD. LETTER FROM THE
SECRETARY OF WAR, Transmitting A report relative to Captain Gunnisonʹs survey,
&c. January 6, 1854.—Laid upon the table and ordered to be printed. [at head: ʺ 33d
CONGRESS, 1st Session. {HO. OF REPS.} EX. DOC. NO. 18.ʺ] [Washington, D.C.,
1854.
22¾ cm. 10 pp. Disbound and separating, yet in
nearly fine condition. A pleasing, bright copy.
$125
Poignant for its understated propriety, both in
Gunnisonʹs letters and in the first reports after the
tragedy occurred. I was surprised by how well
Gunnison wrote, transmitting his survey reports to
Jefferson Davis (Secretary of War) and J. J. Abert
(chief, Corps of Topographical Engineers). There is
no editorial commentary. Instead, this government
document lets the story be told by Gunnisonʹs
progress reports, and by those who first came upon
the scene of carnage. There is no overt Mormon content, but an interesting
reference to Anson CALL appears on page 8 . . .
I have, through Mr. Coll [sic], the president of the settlement near here, who
extends to us all the assistance we require, sent an express to the chief of the
band which was engaged in the massacre, and entertain a faint hope that I may
recover those papers and books, also the instruments, with which we can ill
dispense. I shall keep the assistants left of the party busily employed during the
winter in bringing up their observations and notes, and, if possible, employ a
draughtsman to supply the vacancy left by Mr. Kernʹs death. [E. G. Beckwith,
First Lieutenant Third Artillery, writing from ʺCAMP NEAR FILLMORE, UTAH
TERRITORY, October 29, 1853.ʺ]
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HALE, Wilfred S[ilvester]. MORMON DOCTRINES ANALYZED and Their
Errors Demonstrated in The Light of The Holy Scriptures By Wilfred S. Hale, M.D.[,]
Lecturer on Anatomy, Demonstrator of Anatomy, Assistant Curator of Anatomical Museum,
Albany Medical College, Member Dispensary Staff, Albany Hospital, Formerly Member Resident
Staff St. Peterʹs Hospital, Albany, N.Y. [Copyright, 1904[,] Wilfred S. Hale].
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17 X 13 cm. [3]ff.; 18 pp. Dapper‐looking portrait of the author on second leaf.
Original printed gray wrappers. Condition essentially as new.
$30
Flake 3788 (only edition). ʺI have had in my possession, during this task, three
editions of the Doctrines and Covenants of the Mormon Church. No two of these
are sectioned alike, and to find corresponding statements in them has been a task
of untold patience. The edition from which the references are printed in this
production is dated 1903.ʺ ʺARE WE TO LIVE AS MAN AND WIFE IN HEAVEN?ʺ p. 6;
ʺBLOOD ATONEMENT,ʺ pp. 9‐10.

ʺthe foul and bestial mouthingsʺ of swearing Mormon freight drivers, p. 130
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HEWITT, Randall H. ACROSS THE PLAINS AND OVER THE DIVIDE. A
Mule Train Journey from East to West in 1862, and Incidents Connected Therewith.
With Map and Illustrations. By Randall H. Hewitt. New York: Broadway
Publishing Co., [1906].
19 cm. [3]ff.; iii, 521, [12 (ads)] pp. + 58 plates (counting the frontispiece) and
folding map. Painstakingly collated thus, twice. Howes calls for 58 plates but
adds that ʺin some copies a 59th pl[ate]‐captioned ʺVariegatedʺ‐faces p. 230ʺ –
and that plate is indeed present in the copy at hand (meaning, if Mr. Howes
counted correctly, that this copy has the rare plate, but must be missing another);
plates are not listed in the book, so I have no way to check further.
Original light blue cloth lettered in red, with image of a covered wagon (in steep
descent down a perilously narrow mountain‐edge road) printed in red on paper
and affixed to front board. Binding dull with light wear to extremities and
heavier wear to the front cover paste‐on. Binding very tight and pages generally
clean and nice. However, a number of the pages were opened roughly, resulting
in a few unsightly marginal tears, but with no loss of text. The folding map is in
as‐new condition.
$175
Third, vastly‐expanded version (first published as Notes by the Way in 1853 [58
pages] and 1872). FLAKE 3973; HOWES H457 (aa rarity); GRAFF 1875; WAGNER‐
CAMP 381 (note, stating) . . .
According to Graff, Randall Hewittʹs narrative is one of the best accounts of the
Oregon Trail. Hewitt was the nephew and son‐in‐law of Christopher Hewitt,
recently appointed Chief Justice of Washington Territory, and traveled with his
family from Saint Joseph to Omaha, Fort Kearny, Fort Laramie, to the Lander
Cutoff, and through Deer Lodge and the Bitterroot Valleys over the Mullan
Military Road to the Pacific Northwest.

MORMONS, pp. 75, 89‐92, 130‐32, 139 and 215‐16. Mormon freight wagon trains
were apparently dreaded by other emigrants due to the extreme vulgarity of the
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driversʹ swearing. In addition, they used massive bullwhips (pp. 131‐32, with
small woodcut illustration) that produced ʺexquisite torture on patient,
unoffending oxen.ʺ (p. 131). The effect of these obnoxious trains is described
more particularly in an earlier episode not noticed by Flake . . .
. . . A more sinister, brawling, profane gang who would cut a throat or scuttle a
ship, it would be difficult to collect together from the slums and cesspools of the
universe. Where the particular breed of biped which controlled that cavalcade
were spawned no man knoweth. It would be a gross libel on the race to call such
creatures human beings, with instincts no higher than the hyena, or credit them
with having feelings in common with anything that stood on two feet, clothed
and in the semblance of man. Fouler, viler and more blasphemous talk never in
more continuous volume flowed from the lips of beings possessed of palates
than came from those creatures, regardless of even the decencies of life.
They seemed to enjoy the bestial performance [p. 89 ends] and exhibited
demoniac glee in overwhelming the civilized people they came in unwelcome
contact with by the vulgar and obscene epithets which rolled off their tongues
like water over a cataract. The very air seemed polluted and redolent with a
nastiness exhaled from some unearthly gehenna. Words are feeble to describe
fitly that hour or more while this foul‐mouthed crew of Salt Lake Saints were
passing. All the baser and sensual passions of men were talked over and
bandied about until they tired of the unspeakable shameful show made before
men, women and children.
It was a wonder their tongues did not blister or cleave to the roofs of their
mouths. One gentleman in his heated wrath exclaimed: ʺYou may rake hell and
skim the ocean and youʹll not find the equal of that vile crew.ʺ Emphatic, but
truthful.
The approach of this caravan was observed for some time coming down on us
from the road to the northward, indicated by a vast cloud of dust which hung
over it like smoke from a prairie fire. Two or three out‐riders, belonging to
emigrant trains, hurried along the entire emigrant line, giving warning of the
approach, and as they knew the characteristics of the outlawed species,
cautioned everybody from saying or doing anything in resentment of what was
certain to come. By common consent the whole of the emigrant trains, perhaps
covering five miles in length, halted to let this Mormon caravan pass on; and on
the outfit came, the drivers yelling, hooting, swearing, cracking their whips and
cruelly lashing their oxen, forcing them along over the road at an un‐[p. 90
ends]natural speed, many of them lame and yoke‐galled and bleeding from cuts
made by the lash or goad. They pushed on ahead rapidly and only a fetid
atmosphere gave evidence that an unclean, villainous mass had passed.
The caravan consisted of thirty‐five large freight wagons, each capable of
carrying about two or three tons and with a trailer carrying half as much.
Each wagon was drawn by from six to eight yoke of oxen with one driver and a
wagoner with each vehicle, making a crew of ninety well‐armed cutthroats of a
16

dangerous character to deal with. The wagons were loaded with all they could
carry of goods and all manner of merchandise bound for Salt Lake City, the
Mormon Zion.
In addition there came along behind at a more moderate speed and with less
vulgar talk several wagons provided to take a large number of Mormon recruits
to Utah. Among them was a surprising number of women, strangely attired,
half‐grown girls and children, as curious appearing and motley an assemblage as
could be imagined, recruited from foreign lands, not one talking the American
language, hardly one of them looking as though she had intelligence enough to
last her over night away from her guardian. [pp. 89‐91]

the poor temple oxen
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HINGHAM PATRIOT (newspaper, Hingham, Massachusetts) for Saturday
morning, June 11, 1842 [4:50].
Folio, [4] pp. (complete issue).
staining; once folded in eighths.

Very good though with foxing or medium
$85

This is one of the most interesting
newspapers for general reading
that I have seen in some time. The
filler articles as well as the general
reports display wit and selectivity.
What makes this one fun for this
catalog is an original editorial
comment on the Mormons (page 2,
column 2;
1¾ column inches).
From context and surrounding
articles, it seems certain to me that this is the work of the local editor (as opposed
to something borrowed from another paper). I was sufficiently impressed by the
unusual, fresh tone to offer a good price when I bought this paper. The point, of
course, is that such editorials reveal quite frankly how certain people of standing
regarded the Saints from a distance during the Nauvoo era.
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HOWE, Henry. THE GREAT WEST: Containing Narratives of the Most Important
and Interesting Events in Western History—Remarkable Individual Adventures—
Sketches of Frontier Life—Descriptions of Natural Curiosities: To Which is Appended
Historical and Descriptive Sketches of Oregon, New Mexico, Texas, Minnesota, Utah,
California, Washington, Nebraska, Kansas, Etc., Etc., Etc. By Henry Howe, Author of
ʺHistorical Collections of Virginia;ʺ ʺHistorical Collections of Ohio.ʺ ENLARGED
EDITION. New York: Published by Geo. F. Tuttle; Cincinnati: Published by
Henry Howe, 1857.
22 cm. xi, 15‐576 pp. + numerous plates,
generally printed in pale tan & green,
many with additional (rather crudely
applied) color highlights. The ʺView in
Salt Lake City,ʺ if fanciful, is quite
interesting, and has not been troubled
with additional colors. Light to medium
foxing, and occasional leaf‐drying stains,
yet in all, a comparatively very good
copy. The binding is handsome, tight,
and shows remarkably little wear; corner
tips showing through, but hey! The hinges are excellent, and not even ʺstartingʺ
to crack. Offered here at a price seen elsewhere for much worse copies:
$185
Flake 4108a (first published in shorter editions in 1851); Howes H721 (showing
this to be the first edition with more than 448 pages). ʺUTAH,ʺ pp. 460‐90,
includes a full history of Mormonism (such as it is in this popular‐level
production, sold by subscription). Facing the section on Texas is a map of the
West and Midwest which includes a very large ʺUTAH OR DESERETʺ territory.
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the purple salamander
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HOFMANN, Mark W[illiam]. AUTOGRAPH NOTE SIGNED, ʺMark W. Hofmann
1‐6‐86 My left handʺ on a sheet of my business stationery. [Salt Lake City],
January 6, 1986.
One page, 8½ X 11 inches, verso blank. Condition as new. The purchaser of this
piece may be amused when the item arrives with my 2014 invoice signed on
identical custom stationery, still printed for me by the same company in Ithaca,
New York after all these years. (I do have a cell phone now, though I scarcely
know how to use it.)
$1,000
Rare cursive signature in
Hofmannʹs naturally awk‐
ward left hand, written
while his right hand was
mending from his own
bomb explosion. From the
period at home, between
the bombings and the pre‐
liminary hearing which
ultimately sent him to
prison for life.
:: ALSO SIGNED ::
by Shannon P. FLYNN
(ʺTruth will prevailʺ)
December 17, 1985,
:: AND ::
by Brent Lee METCALFE,
January 15, 1986,

:: AND :: with an outline drawing of a salamander in purple ink by Lyn Richard
JACOBS, the end of the tail forming his initials, ʺLRJ,ʺ March 16, 1986.
Signed at my request on the dates noted (the dates all written by the individual
signers). The three friends of Hofmann (victims discussed in most of the books
about the forgery/murders) signed this sheet when we still believed the man to
be innocent of those crimes. The late Dr. Jacobs, who had been working on an
original home‐crafts style ʺstained glassʺ window portraying Joseph Smith, the
19

white salamander and Angel Moroni, left off that project shortly afterward, when
evidence finally emerged which could not be doubted.
NOTE: I had about ten of these signed, twenty‐eight years ago. They are kept at
my bank, and I have let one out at a time, widely‐spaced every few years (all
offered copies having sold: one on eBay in the 1990s, one in ʺA Mormon List
Electricʺ on my old website in 2003, and another from ʺLucky ʹSeven,ʺ a catalog
listed on that site in 2007). I retain the others, but now offer one more for sale.
Being manuscript, each example is naturally somewhat unique. In addition, no
two are alike because Lyn drew the salamander on each example in a different
color. This is therefore the ʺpurple salamanderʺ version.
As an avid . . . collector of autographs, Mark must have sensed an ironic parallel
situation when he signed this piece of paper . . .
All things considered, the autograph of Lord Nelson, another great adversary of
Napoleon, is not so rare as the collector might expect. . . . Nelson lost his right
arm at the Battle of Tenerife in July 1797. He learned to write quite well with his
left hand, but the two hands are extremely distinctive: the normal hand slants
strongly to the right; the left hand has a backward slant. [Jerry E. Patterson,
Autographs: A Collectorʹs Guide (NY, 1973), p. 157]

rare land promotersʹ hand‐colored map including points of Mormon interest
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[IOWA; WINTER QUARTERS] A Township Map OF THE STATE OF
Compiled from the United States Surveys, official information and personal
reconnaissance, showing the Streams, Roads, Towns,
Post Offices, County Seats, Works of Internal
Improvement, &c &c.
Published by HENN,
WILLIAMS & CO.[,] Fairfield, Iowa and by R. L.
BARNES, PHILADELPHIA, N.E. corner of 7th &
Market Sts.[,] 1854.
ʺLith. of Friend & Aub, Phila [;] Entered, according to act
of Congress, in the year 1854, by R. L. Barnes, in the
Clerkʹs Office of the eastern District court of Penna ʺ

LARGE

issued by ʺ
., Dealers in Land, Land Warrants &
Exchange, Fairfield, Iowa. Special attention given to
LOCATION, sale and loan of Warrants and to the
collecting and remitting of sight and time bills.ʺ At head of inset ad: ʺBernhart
Henn. Jesse Williams. George D. Temple.ʺ
$1,500
20

FOLDING TRAVEL MAP

Approx. 55 X 90 cm. (21¾ X 35½ inches, counting margins). Original brownish‐
purple cloth boards with ornamental gilt lettering on the front, and blind‐
lettering on back (some fading and moderate wear to covers, but not tearing or
needing repair). Original hand coloring, still bright and attractive. There is
some medium damp‐staining and other stains or toning, but not extreme or
particularly bothersome. There are a number of clean separations to the map
(without loss) at certain folds, all of which can be closed neatly with archival
tissue by a qualified conservator. (I would expect such work to cost, including
shipping and consultations, less than $200.)
RARE, with various versions published 1851, ʹ54, ʹ55 and ʹ56, each version
showing more development in the region. Streeter Sale 3893 (this version); Graff
entries 1856 and 1857 (for the 1851 and ʹ55 versions, respectively). OCLC locates
four copies of the 1851 version (all in Midwestern libraries) and seven copies of
the 1854 version offered here (none in the West except the BYU copy); many
more of the 1855 version, and one of the 1856.
[continues on next page . . . ]
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Shows WINTER QUARTERS IN NEBRASKA TERRITORY and the beginning of the
ʺGreat Western Mail & Emigrant Route to the Pacificʺ; Iowaʹs COUNCIL BLUFFS
and ʺOld Council Bluffs,ʺ Pisgah (presumably old Mormon Mt. Pisgah) in Union
County, and portions of western Illinois including NAUVOO, Carthage and
Warsaw; Iowa towns of interest adjacent to Hancock County, Illinois include
Burlington, Ft. Madison, Montrose, and Keokuk.
The western portion of northern Iowa, while
divided into counties and unnamed townships, is
essentially empty. HENN maps are more rare and
desirable than the more common Mitchell
productions, and I have kept this example aside for
more than a decade, now listing it here for sale for
the first time. For further discussion, see Michael D. Heaston Catalogue Thirty‐
Two (1990s) offering a repaired later (1855) example of this map for $1,750.00
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[KANESVILLE, IOWA] PARTLY‐PRINTED DOCUMENT relating to David CANDLAND,
ACCOMPLISHED IN MANUSCRIPT and SIGNED by JAMES SLOAN as Clerk of the
District Court of Pottawattamie County. Kanesville, Iowa, November 20, 1848.
15 X 18½ cm. On light blue paper; verso blank but for miscellaneous filing notes
years afterward. Bearing the embossed paper seal of the court. Once folded.
Some loss to left margin, resulting in the loss of one letter of one word.
Encapsulated between sheets of archival acetate (not laminated; could be
removed easily by cutting the edges of the acetate to open the enclosure). $1,000

This is a naturalization report form, and a
presumably rare early regional imprint produced specifically for Sloanʹs use,
with his printed name occurring in the text in his official capacity. The wording
suggests that Sloan had a lot of British converts to process. It begins with this
paragraph:
I, [space for name] do declare on oath, that it is bona fide, my intention to
become a citizen of the United States, and to renounce and abjure forever all
allegiance and fidelity to all and any foreign Prince, Potentate, State, and
Sovereignty whatever; and particularly to Victoria, Queen of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
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This form has been filled out and signed entirely in Sloanʹs hand, designated in
the printed text as ʺa true copy of the original Declaration of Intentionʺ and at the
bottom with Sloanʹs added handwritten note: (Duplicate Copy.) It brings together
two early Latter‐day Saints with interesting associations, though Sloan was
nearly twice Candlandʹs age at this time. Both were natives of ʺGreat Britain and
Irelandʺ and served missions back there. Each served as a scribe or secretary to a
Church President.
David CANDLAND (1820‐1902), confirmed at age twenty‐two by Lorenzo Snow,
eventually served as a secretary to Brigham Young. He also served in the Utah
Territorial Legislature, opened the Globe Restaurant and Bakery, was much‐
married (not always happily), and fathered thirty‐six children. He is ʺperhaps
least known for his authorship of the first published series of Latter‐ Day Saint
pamphlets. Written in 1846 and known collectively as The Fireside Visitor; or Plain
Reasoner. These pamphlets were written and published in Liverpool while
Candland was serving in the British Mission. These tracts were signed ʹDavid C.
Kimballʹ because David Candland had been ʹadoptedʹ into the family of Heber C.
Kimball.ʺ (Register of the David Candland Collection, 1841‐1902, L. Tom Perry
Special Collections, Brigham Young University, 1998)
James SLOAN (1792‐1886) ʺwas an official historian and recorder of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, a secretary to Joseph Smith, Jr., and one of the
first Mormon settlers in Nauvoo, Illinois.ʺ He joined the Church in the 1830s and
was an early Mormon settler of Nauvoo, its first notary public, first city recorder
and court clerk. He served as a scribe to Joseph and Hyrum Smith. Following a
mission to Ireland, ʺ. . . Sloan settled in Pottawattamie County, Iowa. While in
Pottawattamie County Sloan served as the first county clerk and in 1851 he was
elected District Judge for that county. After 1851, he traveled to Utah Territory
as a Mormon pioneer to join the main gathering of Latter‐day Saints.ʺ
(Wikipedia; emphasis added)
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polygamous teen bride of Joseph Smith
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KIMBALL, L[ucy]. W[alker] (1826‐1910; plural wife of Joseph Smith).
AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED, to a Miss Coolidge. Provo City, Utah, November 17,
1869.
One page 9 X 5½ inches on lined paper. Very good condition but for one stain
(smaller than a dime coin); once folded.
$350
Social communication, commending
Miss Coolidgeʹs devotion to her
mother, which will prevent a hoped‐
for visit to Provo. ʺ[R]eceived our
first cash payment last evening,ʺ Lucy
states, however cryptically, ʺand
hasten to remember you.ʺ Mention of
Lucyʹs daughters Lydia and Anna,
who wish kindly to be remembered to
the recipient, along with ʺMiss A.
Hopkins, perhaps for the last time (by
that name) as it is expected that
hereafter she will be better know[n] as
Mrs. Don Kimball or rather Mrs. John
Heber Kimball . . .ʺ
Lucy adds in the margin, vertically,
ʺexpose the secret on my own
responsibility.ʺ
When Lucy Walker first moved to
Missouri with her family at age
eleven, her father arrived at Haunʹs Mill just in time for the massacre, but
survived. After the 1842 death of her mother when she was only sixteen, Joseph
Smith sent her father away on a two year mission and proposed marriage to
Lucy, which she accepted at first reluctantly, eventually marrying Smith
immediately following her seventeenth birthday in 1843. After Smithʹs death,
she was claimed by Heber C. Kimball, later living with my own ancestor, Martha
McBride Knight Smith Kimball, another plural wife of the two men. By the time
Lucy wrote the letter now at hand, Heber C. Kimball had fallen from a horse and
died while visiting Lucy at her Provo home (1868). Lucyʹs own father had just
died as well (October, 1869). Her biography appears as Chapter 20 in Todd
Compton, In Sacred Loneliness; The Plural Wives of Joseph Smith (SLC, n.d.),
pp. 457‐72, and with a striking portrait of Lucy in later life in illustration section.
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[LAW, Wilson] Partly‐printed SUMMONS Document for Wilson LAW ʺto
appear before the Circuit Courtʺ of Hancock County, Illinois on May [20], 1844 to
answer for money once owed to Joseph SMITH, now owed to W. W. PHELPS.
ACCOMPLISHED IN MANUSCRIPT and SIGNED ʺJ B Backenstosʺ by D. E. HEAD,
Deputy Clerk of the court. Carthage, Illinois, May 4, 1844. SIGNED twice by
Sheriff WILLIAM BACKENSTOS with brief note upon serving the summons,
May 6, 1844.

16 X 20 cm. 2 pp. (printed front and back on a single half‐sheet). Typographic
ornamentation on front side. Filing and Sherriffʹs fees sections printed to be
filled out on verso, and with horizontally‐printed alternate portions to be filled
out, depending upon whether the sheriff ʺcannot, in my County, find the within
namedʺ (here left blank) or ʺI have served the within Summons, by reading the
same to the within named.ʺ (here written: ʺWilson Law—May 6—1844ʺ Fees
written in show 50 cents for serving the summons and $1.25 for ʺ20 Miles
Travel.ʺ Bearing the EMBOSSED STAMP of the Circuit Court.
Once folded in thirds along designated areas for filing. Modest foxing, but in
very good, pleasing condition.
$1,250
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The cause of this summons is for Wilson Law ʺto answer the complaint of W. W.
Phelps assignee of Joseph Smith of a plea of Trespass on the case on promises, to his
damage, the sum of —Three Hundred & fifty Dollars, as he says.ʺ In other words,
Joseph Smith held IOUs owed by Wilson Law, and has signed one or more of
them over to W. W. Phelps, who now goes after Law in court to collect the
money. In modern usage, this would be somewhat like Law writing a check to
Joseph Smith, which Smith then endorses over to a third party, Phelps. But in
that cash‐poor economy, most transactions never saw a bank, and consisted
instead of notes of indebtedness which were written in anticipation of future
harvests or other expected income.
There was a time when Smith and Law were friends. But Law soon learned to
ask for payment up front before riding to Smithʹs rescue, or engaging in other
transactions. At the same time, Law sometimes owed Smith money, and by this
period shortly before the Martyrdom, they had become bitter enemies. Ever in
need of funds, Joseph Smith had engaged in various complicated means to
collect on debts owed him by Law. The following October, in fact, months after
Smithʹs death, attorney Shepard G. Patrick wrote out a deposition describing
Smithʹs efforts to raise money in April by collecting on Wilson Lawʹs IOUs
(original deposition examined; in a private collection). Mr. Patrick prepared that
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deposition (not included with the present document) for the case of W. W.
Phelps, acting (in October) for the late Joseph Smith vs. Wilson Law in a debt
collection case. It described minute details of technicalities regarding two of
Lawʹs notes specifically, which Smith tried to sign over (thus sell) to Patrick, or
else to have Patrick collect upon, for Smith. The summons form now offered
here suggests that Smith must have prevailed upon W. W. Phelps that spring to
perform some similar service.

Expect to go this afternoon to call on Pres. Taylor, successor of B. Y.
Have met one of his sons, and one of his daughters. ‐Nov. 9, 1880
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LEFFINGWELL, Albert. EIGHT POSTCARD MESSAGES to his wife (ʺMrs. M[ary]. C.
Leffingwellʺ in Brooklyn, New York), only two of them signed (simply as ʺAʺ).
Salt Lake City (5 cards) and Ogden (1), Utah; and San Francisco (2). November
9, 1880 – February 25, 1881.
Each 3 X 5⅛ inches. US Postal Cards pre‐printed with one‐cent postage (no
illustrations). Postmarked from the origins indicated, and again upon receipt in
Brooklyn. Messages written vertically on versos (one letter overflowing to fill
half of the address side). A little wear and toned, but very good. Joined long ago
at one corner (no doubt by the family) with a pierced eyelet‐style connector to
keep them together. I have separated the cards carefully without damage to
facilitate reading.
the eight cards: $90
This is the sort of material which a bookseller must generally buy ʺon the fly,ʺ and will usually
have to set aside afterwards as useless. I got lucky this time, though it took about five hours of
research to identify the writer and verify the name of his wife, preserved in a New York census of
1875: minimum‐wage compensation, but interesting . . .

Dr. Albert LEFFINGWELL (1845‐1916) ʺwas a physician, social
reformer, and vocal advocate for vivisection reform. He
authored many books bringing light to the cruel abuses of
animal experimentation and calling for regulation. . . .
Leffingwell also was concerned with meat safety, believing that
lax regulations . . . were responsible for increases in the
incidence of cancer. He also served as the president of the
American Humane Association.ʺ –Wikipedia, with the thumb‐
nail PORTRAIT in later years shown at right.
OCLC shows numerous works and editions by Leffingwell published in two
hemispheres, including Rambles in Japan Without a Guide. One of his passport
applications (accessed through Ancestry dot com) shows him to be 5ʹ 7ʺ and with
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a ʺstraightʺ nose (ʺPhysician & Authorʺ born at Aurora in western New York,
heading abroad without his wife in 1889, expecting to return ʺwithin two years.ʺ)
One of his best‐known works appears to be Illegitimacy, and the Influence of
Seasons Upon Conduct: Two Studies in Demography (New York and London, 1892).
And indeed, the present cards show him to be on a research trip. He appears
(from context) to write to his wife nearly every day, sending these shorter
postcards only when there is no time for letters. ʺAm staying on,ʺ he writes from
Salt Lake on December 6, ʺ. . . as I have just discovered a good library here, with
plenty of material for work.ʺ He then adds a little local color from the city . . .
A young lady is staying here ‐ about 18 or 20 yrs old: claims to be a Mrs De
Vere, en‐route to meet her husband in Cal. but she looks more like a school girl
than a married lady of 2 yrs experience. Says she was attendant on Father
Browns ch[urch]. ‐ ʺCh[urch] of Mary the Virginʺ & knows him very well: has
seen Miss Cook. Jewish look about her: Something [sorry in?] her history I
suspect: perhaps she is a runaway school girl. . . .

Two days later, Albert sends Mary a shorter communication, with a portion of it
disguised:
. . . Will write in a day or two. I donʹt expect to hear from D.‐ but shall be here a
fortnight longer so direct her. [S?]eof ar romyrr vsyyo yrhu oeain up faapy.
ʺCheer up!ʺ The Mormons are as interesting as ever‐ [Salt Lake City,
Wednesday p.m., December 8, 1880]

The final card, from San Francisco on Friday, February 25, 1881, adds one more
detail of Mormon interest:
I send by todays mail to Packer [the Packer Collegiate Institute, still flourishing
today at its original Brooklyn address, but crossed out, and adding their
residential address instead:] 15 C[ranberry]. St copy of Chicago Times with a
letter I sent to it: on Mormon question. I wanted to treat the subject in a way
that I could hardly expect a Mag. like Scribner or Harper to print. –

I have not been able to locate a copy of that newspaper or the text of Dr. Leffing‐
wellʹs article on the Mormons.
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an Eden of quiet loveliness
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THE LITERARY WORLD. A Journal of American and Foreign Literature,
Science, and Art (New York: Evert A. & George L. Duyckinck, Editors and
Proprietors), for October 20, 1849 [No. 142].
Approx. 11 X 8½ inches, paged [329]‐348 (20 pages, complete issue). Very good;
neatly disbound.
$85
An uncommon newspaper‐format magazine of which OCLC finds only a few
original copies, mostly in the East or in other countries. This issue includes an
early untitled report on the Salt Lake Valley, mostly flattering, in the text of a
letter written by a traveler to the Pacific ʺto the Chronotype, under date of July 13,
from the City of the Great Salt Lake, in the now already projected Mormon State
of ʹDeseret.ʹʺ (page 338; 4 column inches) . . .
ʺ. . . In passing into it you cross these mountains at a height of 7000 feet above the
sea, and descend into the valley by a deep, curved, sublime ravine by a very
difficult road. . . . Nearly 1000 adobe houses have been built; and the whole city,
nearly two miles square, has the appearance of a garden. There is abundance of
the purest water, easily turned to purposes of irrigation, . . . From present
appearances the valley will in five years count a population of 20,000.ʺ

Editors add that, because of gold rush news elsewhere, ʺthe movements of this
little state have been comparatively neglected. . . . What marvels these things
will be a hundred years hence!ʺ
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LITTLE, James A[masa]. FROM KIRTLAND TO SALT LAKE City, By James A.
Little. With Illustrations. Salt Lake City, Utah: James A. Little, Publisher. Printed
at The Juvenile Instructor Office, 1890.
22 cm. viii, [9]‐260 pp. Collated
complete.
Original reddish brown
blind‐decorated cloth, gilt‐lettered on
spine and on the front board.
Decorated endpapers. Nearly fine in
all respects, and a very pleasing copy.
$285
With the following PENCIL INSCRIPTION
on the verso of the front free endpaper,
facing the title page:
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ʺJno. Q. Cannon from his father when publishing house closedʺ
Flake 4950 (only contemporary edition); Graff 2510, saying ʺContains a good
overland narrative to Salt Lake Cityʺ; Howes L 382 (aa rarity; ʺOverland trail
events, 1846‐1852ʺ). Sample excerpt: ʺThe 11th of May [1847] a human skull was
found. The teeth were perfectly sound and well set in the jaw. Perhaps it had
belonged to an Indian warrior who had fallen in one of the late battles between
the Pawnees and Sioux, in which the latter were victorious. Some small scars on
the bone indicated that the scalp had been removed.ʺ (p. 84)
JOHN QUAYLE CANNON (1857‐1931), son of apostle and First Presidency
Counselor George Q. Cannon, was sustained as second counselor to Presiding
Bishop William B. Preston in 1884 at age twenty‐seven, but excommunicated less
than two years later . . .
On 21 May 1887, the Deseret News . . . reports the funeral of Louie Wells Cannon,
whose story is surely one of the most sorrowful tragedies of nineteenth‐century
Mormon life. She had died of long‐drawn out and agonizing complications in
giving birth to the stillborn son of John Q. Cannon, the husband of her sister
Annie, no doubt becoming a graphic example of the consequences of unchastity.
John was the son of George Q. Cannon, then first counselor in the First
Presidency, and Louie was the daughter of Emmeline B. Wells, future general
president of the Relief Society, and of Daniel H. Wells, second counselor in the
First Presidency [under Brigham Young, 1857‐77]. John Q., age twenty‐nine, was
second counselor in the presiding bishopric. Louie, age twenty‐four, was on the
YWMIA General Board. He confessed his fault first to his brother on 4
September 1886. In a dramatic sequence, he appeared in stake conference the
following afternoon with his uncle, Angus M. Cannon, the stake president. They
interrupted the man who was speaking, John Q., in tears and agony, confessed
his fault and ʺlaid down his priesthood,ʺ and his uncle put the motion of
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excommunication to the congregation, who also ʺin tearsʺ voted unanimously to
cut him off from the Church. Annie divorced John four days later and he
married Louie the day after that. John was arrested and charged with polygamy
within a month, a procedure that mocked the familyʹs grief but probably also
provided an opportunity for the Mormon community to rally to the couple
under what seems to have been gratuitous persecution . . . A year after Louieʹs
death, on 6 May 1888, John was rebaptized, and a week later he and Annie were
remarried, first in the endowment house by Annie and Louieʹs father and then by
a justice of the peace. Annie stood proxy as Louie was sealed to John. John and
Annie later added eight children to the three they already had. [Lavina Fielding
Anderson, ʺMinistering Angels: Single Women in Mormon Society,ʺ Dialogue 16
(Autumn 1983), p. 67, copied from SMITH RESEARCH ASSOCIATES New Mormon
Studies CD‐ROM, not verified against hard copy]

ʺ I have had my troubles,ʺ wrote George Q. Cannon to his nephew four days
later,
and afflictions during my lifetime like other men; but this is the greatest
affliction of my life. The only alleviation to my sorrow has been John Qʹs
willingness to take my Counsel and go before the congregation of Saints and
confess his sin. It was a terrible ordeal, and a man so conscientious and brave as
to pass through that ought to have resisted temptation; but who can do so in his
own strength, or who ^that^ does not seek constantly for help and guidance from
the Lord? [George Q. Cannon to Richard G[reaves Cannon]. Lambert,
undisclosed location, September 8, 1886; original Autograph Letter Signed,
examined]

John Q. went on to lead a distinguished life as an editor of the Deseret News,
something which stuck in the craw of some of the younger general authorities,
particularly Heber J. Grant, who eventually gave Wilford Woodruff considerable
resistance over the matter, feeling that George Q. Cannon had handled the
matter inadequately; see Thomas G. Alexander, Things in Heaven and Earth: The
Life and Times of Wilford Woodruff, a Mormon Prophet (Salt Lake City, 1991), pp.
243‐4.
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LUCIFERʹS LANTERN. Zion, June, ʹ99. Nos. 5 and 6. [Salt Lake City]: Miller
Printing Co., 1899.
26 X 13¼ cm. Paged [75]‐[122] (complete double‐issue). Original wrappers
printed in red. Ads on back cover for the Anti‐Mormon (Lamoni Call), and
ʺLiberal Classicsʺ from Peter Eckler, New York City. Text very good but for
crease to lower inside corner. WRAPPERS BADLY CHIPPED and separated from the
text block but without loss of any wrapper text (could be deacidified, laid down,
and reattached).
condition noted: $65
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Flake 5010, and scarce. Emblazoned across the front wrapper: ʺThe N. Y. TIMES
vs. GEO. Q. CANNON, Being a Reprint of the Famous ʹTimesʹ Letters of 1895,
with Mr. Cannonʹs Reply in Full. NOTICE. Hereafter the LANTERN will shed its
light Quarterly at One Dollar per annum. Send your money to A. T. Schroeder,
Salt Lake City, Utah.ʺ
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LYON, John. THE HARP OF ZION, A collection of Poems, &c. . . . With Notes, and
a Steel Portrait of the Author. . . . Published for the Benefit of the Perpetual Emigrating
Fund. Liverpool: S. W. Richards; London: T. C. Armstrong, 1853.
18 cm. xi, 223, [1] pages + engraved frontis. portrait by Frederick Piercy.
Collated COMPLETE. Orig. blue blind‐stamped cloth with gilt‐lettered spine. A
reasonably tight copy but dull, and with the head of spine chipped away. Text
with occasional minor spotting and stains; no tears or handwriting, with a slight
tear/indentation flaw to middle of the portrait.
condition noted: $50
Only edition; Flake 5067. Ownership inscriptions of ʺJohn Wilde Goodfellow,
Jan 24, 1863ʺ and ʺWm[?] Charles Morton.ʺ A Utah settler named John Wilde
Goodfellow was born February 18, 1854 in Cheshire, England, but it seems
difficult to reconcile the refined signature here with the hand of a ten‐year‐old.
The first poem, pp. [3]‐4, is by John TAYLOR, praising the author (ʺWith Pope, or
Milton, Shakespeare, Mills, or Snow . . .ʺ !). The Saints were urged to buy this
book in order to assist pioneers travelling to Utah. As of 1861, however, many
copies remained unsold (Mormon Imprints in Great Britain . . ., 41): Crawley &
Whittaker indicate that 5,750 copies were printed.
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MANLY & LITTERAL. UTAH[,] HER CITIES, TOWNS AND RESOURCES.
Together with a Condensed but Comprehensive Account of Her Financial, Commercial,
Manufacturing, Mining and Agricultural Enterprises. Her Educational, Religious and
Social Advantages. Her Progress and Population in the Past, and Possibilities for the
Future. Edited and Published by Manly & Litteral. ʺChicago: 1891‐2.ʺ W. B. Conkey
Company, Chicago, Printers and Binders.
Approx. 12 X 9 inches. viii, 228 pp., collated complete. Orig. illustrated wrap‐
pers printed in color. Back page with photographed image of ʺ40 Passenger
Raymond Coachʺ of the Grant Bros. Livery & Transfer Co.ʺ parked in front of the
Salt Lake Temple on Main Street. Heber J. Grant is surely in the picture but
difficult for me to pick out of the large crowded vehicle. Generally very good,
but with occasional minor flaws. For such a fragile large‐format item, I would
call this well‐preserved.
$125
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Flake 5260 (only edition), filled with portraits, engravings, and other illustrations
from photographs of leading figures, businesses, residences, etc. Flake notes
coyly, ʺMormonism mentioned as little as possible,ʺ but there is an interesting
photo of ʺApostle Lorenzo Snowʺ on page 221. If it is not quite as flattering as
later portraits of the future Church President, it is much more so than the curious
portrait on page 90 of ʺHeber J. Grantʺ of the Grant Bros. Company. For anyone
interested in local Utah history (separate sections for most important towns), this
book offers valuable real‐life promotional data and imagery.
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THE MILLENNIAL HARBINGER: A MONTHLY PUBLICATION, DEVOTED TO
PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY; CONDUCTED BY ALEXANDER CAMPBELL. I saw
another messenger flying through the midst of heaven, having everlasting good news to proclaim to the
inhabitants of the earth, even to every nation, and tribe, and tongue, and people; saying with a loud voice,
Fear God and give glory to him, for the hour of his judgments is come: and worship Him who made
heaven, and earth, and sea, and the fountains of water. JOHN. Great is the truth, and mighty above all
things, and will prevail. New Series—Vol. III. Bethany, Va.: Printed and Published by

A. Campbell, 1839.
19½ cm. 600 pp. Index, pp. [598]‐600. Pages 325‐329 are mis‐numbered ʺ335‐
339,ʺ but signatures and content are correct; a couple other pages are also mis‐
numbered, but correct in text. Pages 481‐504 comprise ʺHARBINGER‐‐‐EXTRA‐‐‐
NUMBER XI. . . . October, 1839. A REVIEW OF A REVIEW OF SOMETHING
CALLED ʹCAMBELLISM.ʹʺ Collated thus, COMPLETE.
$250
Neatly DISBOUND, but the sewing remains strong, ready to receive a new binding.
The pages are supple and lie open nicely. Major portion of the original gilt‐
lettered red leather spine label detached, very worn but present. Foxed in areas
including first leaves, and with a few medium stains, but many pages quite
clean. Two pages have tears without loss of text (339/40 and 397/98). Title page
with medium foxing but pleasant enough, and without significant wear. Three
blank endleaves are also present (one in front and two at the end), but the two
outer ones are worn.
ʺTHE MORMON BIBLE,ʺ pp. 265‐268, reprints Matilda Davisonʹs (late wife of
Solomon Spaulding) account, followed by Alexander Campbellʹs editorial
comments added here, beginning, ʺSINCE reading ʹMormonism Unveiledʹ we have
had but little doubt that Sidney Rigdon is the leading conjuror in this diabolical
affair . . .ʺ (p. 267)
Rigdon is further maligned (but his name corrected from a Peoria newspaperʹs
careless report) on pp. 418‐19, ʺNEWSPAPER VERACITY, Exemplified by the
NATIONAL ÆGIS.ʺ (signed in type, A. P. J., Buffalo, July 12, 1839). The writer, a
friend to Campbellism, is offended that the Ohio newspaperʹs editor dismissed
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the entire denomination as a fanatical sect because some of its more ʺfanaticʺ
members (only) joined the Mormons. Then, this interesting twist . . .
I am not at all disposed to advocate Mormonism, nor any other wild and
mysterious fanaticism; but what do the Mormons more than many of their wise
neighbors? Nay, are they not much more consistent and reasonable? The
sectarian spirit of our day says that God sends numerous messengers throughout
the world, but sends no message! The Mormon says he sends messengers, and
gives to each a message to be delivered. There is no doubt in my mind but that
they are all lying prophets, and prophesying falsely. But I have done. [p. 419]
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MORTON, W[illiam]. A[lbert]. IN AND ABOUT SALT LAKE CITY. Salt Lake
City, Utah: W. A. Morton, Publisher; Press of the Deseret News, n.d. [but ca.
1902?].
17½ X 26¼ cm. [17] unnumbered leaves, counting tipped‐in full‐page color plate
(following first leaf) showing ʺThe Temple Block.ʺ Original green printed
wrappers. Cover title: ʺIn and About Salt Lake City[.] The Mormon Paradise.ʺ
Very good; medium wear and a couple short tears (without loss) to wrapper
edges.
$65
Flake 5614a, locating ONLY THE CHURCH HISTORY LIBRARY COPY in Salt Lake City.
OCLC does not appear to show this version at all. Illustrating the standard
scenes, and with the final three pages filled with faith‐promoting Mormon
content, including ʺA Sketch of Utah and Mormonismʺ by Orson F. Whitney
filling the final two pages. ʺMormon Church Publicationsʺ advertised by Deseret
Sunday School Union on the inside back wrapper; ad for the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad on outside back wrapper.

. . . Brother Cleary . . . believed James Buchanan was a gentleman . . . was down on him for
being a bachelor, but called upon the Saints to pray for his conversion to Mormonism,
when he would be comforted by a ʺfew lambsʺ from the fold of Israel . . .
[report of a Mormon conference in New York, October 11, 1857; front page, col. 6]
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[MOUNTAIN MEADOWS MASSACRE] THE WEEKLY OREGONIAN. Equal Rights,
Equal Laws, and Equal Justice to All Men. Portland, Oregon [Territory] for
Saturday, November 28, 1857 [VIII:1].
Large folio (27 X 20½ inches). [4] pp. (complete issue). Very good; folded in
fourths. With wide, generous margins. Original subscriberʹs name written (by
distributor) at top of first page: ʺJudge Fletcher.ʺ
$350
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EXTREMELY RARE if not unique; OCLC locates no original examples of this issue
(and very few copes of any early issue). On page 2 (column 2; 4¼ column
inches) appears an early report of the Mountain Meadows Massacre, with
editorial comment original to this newspaper, warning Oregon settlers to be
wary of the Mormons . . .
MORMONS. —It is now definitely established that the emigrant train consisting
of one hundred and fifty persons among whom were over fifty women and
children en route for California, were murdered by Mormons disguised as
Indians.
Brigham Young and his elders have thrown off all restraint and boldly
proclaim defiance to the government of the United States.—These ferocious
blood‐thirsty miscreants declare war to the knife against all gentiles. Thank God,
there are few Americans among them, that a large majority of these deluded
priest‐ridden saints as they call themselves, are the scum of foreign countries.
We are threatened ʺthat all our towns and cities shall be destroyed by fire, and
that too by men who are not known as Mormons.ʺ
There can no longer be a doubt of a bloody and hostile war between the
Mormons and Indians combined, against the United States government, and that
war is close at hand. We look every steamer for the startling news of war, war,
war! It would be well if the people in Oregon even, would be on their guard for
any emergency.

Extensive other MORMON CONTENT appears on the front page (3 articles) and in
another column of the second page. For content, see transcriptions online at:
http://www.sidneyrigdon.com/dbroadhu/NW/miscnw02.htm
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Nelson, Thomas and Sons (firm, London, Edinburgh and New York). . . .
SALT LAKE CITY, with a Sketch of the Route of the Central Pacific Railroad,
from Omaha to Salt Lake City, and Thence to San Francisco. With Twelve
Illustrations from Photographs by C. R. Savage. [at head: ʺNelsonsʹ Pictorial Guide‐
Books.ʺ] T. Nelson and Sons, London, Edinburgh, and New York. Savage and
Ottinger, Salt Lake City. N.d. (but ca. 1874?)
10½ X 17 cm. 31 pp. printed in light blue, followed by the 12 plates (two of
which are parts of double‐page spreads, thus making a total of 10 views in all).
Original blue blind‐ and gilt‐decorated cloth with printed gold, brown and green
inset printed on paper and mounted within front board compartment. Binding
dull, a bit soiled and worn at extremities, yet strong; internally quite nice except
for moderate stains to title page.
$125
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Flake 5777. The illustrations really are pleasing, printed in blue tones which
make the engravings feel more like real‐life views. The two double‐page spreads
measure about 3½ X 12 inches, and are striking, wide views of Salt Lake City
from close‐up and at a distance.

God is a Spirit, but dwells in a body . . .
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PENROSE, Cha[rle]s. W[illiam]. ʺMORMONʺ DOCTRINE. Plain and Simple.
Leaves from the Tree of Life. By Chas. W. Penrose. Salt Lake City: Published by The
Juvenile Instructor Office, 1888.
18 cm. viii, [9]‐69, [3 (ads)] pp. Collated
cloth. Very good, and internally fine.

COMPLETE.

Orig. black pebble‐grained
$65

Flake 6237. Unstated second edition of six in English plus one each in Hawaiian
and Dutch, 1882‐1929. PENROSE (1832‐1925 became an apostle in 1904 and served
as a counselor to both Joseph F. Smith and Heber J. Grant.
Near the beginning of this classic little work, Penrose appears to try to
accommodate ‐ yet ʺfixʺ ‐ the Lectures on Faith (which at that time still
comprised the ʺDoctrineʺ segment of the published Doctrine and Covenants) in
one crucial regard relating to problematic Mormon descriptions of deity. He
explains that ʺOur Father in Heaven, is then, a personal Being. He is a Spirit. But
He is also enclothed in a tabernacle. In other words, He is an immortal Spirit
dwelling in an immortal tabernacle.ʺ (p. 12)
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Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints 66th annual meeting.
Lamoni Iowa April 1919. [caption hand‐written in the negative].
Very wide PHOTOGRAPH (original old photographic print on heavy photograph
paper), image measuring approx. 19 X 97 cm. (7½ X 38 inches; not counting
margins); single wide shot without image seams. Sepia‐toned and quite clear. A
few fold cracks starting but without significant effect to the image. Stiffly rolled
(as received; and as will be shipped, for practical purposes).
$175
This strikes me as an
exceptional photograph,
showing a crowd of
some 300 men, women
and children (I would
guess; very complicated
to count). And whatʹs
more, most of the faces
are clearly visible, not to
mention the interesting
clothing of the period.
The people are posed in
front of a building at
various heights, extend‐
ing widely across the
lawn in front. Iʹm not
familiar enough with the
face of Frederick M.
Smith
(grandson
of
Joseph) to tell if he is in
this picture, but it was
near the very time when
this photograph was
taken that ʺFreddie M.ʺ
submitted his resignation as President of the Reorganized Church due to
jurisdictional disagreements. (The resignation was not accepted, however, and
he continued to serve for many more years). The SMALL SAMPLING ABOVE
(reduced here in size) shows an original width of approximately 5½ inches, out
of the photographʹs total width of 38 inches.
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RICHARDS, Willard. Manuscript DOCUMENT SIGNED as recorder and clerk of
the Municipal Court of the City of Nauvoo, Illinois, October 16, 1844.
24½ X 20 cm. One page; filing
docket on verso. Blind‐embossed
SEAL OF THE NAUVOO CITY
MUNICIPAL COURT. In very good
condition.
$1,750
Transcript from the proceedings
of the Nauvoo Municipal Court,
to which had been referred an
appeal by Mormon dissident
Robert D. FOSTER, an influential
opponent of Joseph Smith just
before the martyrdom. Ample
comments by Joseph Smith in
the History of the Church verify
the accuracy of this document.

I

April 1844, Dr. Robert D.
Foster, Surgeon‐in‐Chief and
Brevet Brigadier‐General of the Nauvoo Legion, got into a scuffle when his
brother Charles drew a pistol on Joseph Smith and threatened to shoot the
Prophet on the steps of Smithʹs office. According to Porter Rockwell and John P.
Greene, ʺ. . . Dr. Foster swore by God that . . . they would see the Mayor in hell
before they would go . . .ʺ Smith, in his capacity as Mayor, ordered the Fosters
arrested and hauled before his own Mayorʹs Court where he fined them each
$100. Smith then issued a warrant against Dr. Foster on the complaint of Willard
Richards, who claimed that . . .
N

. . . Foster said to Richards: ʺYou,ʺ shaking his fist in the doctorʹs face, ʺare
another d ‐ ‐ ned black‐hearted villain! You tried to seduce my wife on the boat,
when she was going to New York and I can prove it; and the oath is out against
you.ʺ [see History of the Church VI:344‐45]

As soon as Joseph Smith fined Dr. Foster, the accused appealed the matter to the
Nauvoo Municipal Court, from which the present document was issued. It states
that on May 2, 1844, ʺA Notice was this day served on the clerk of the Municipal
Court, from the Mayors Court . . .ʺ in the case of Robert D. Foster, appellant. This
transcript further reports that on June 3, ʺR. D. Foster was called three times, but
answered not, when the Respondent [i.e., City of Nauvoo] by counsel Geo. P.
Stiles, Motioned that the appeal be dismissed for want of prosecution.ʺ The case
thus went back to the Mayorʹs Court with a bill for costs totaling $5.75.
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THIS INFORMATION in the paper now at hand amplifies a note by Joseph Smith
under date of June 3:
Municipal Court sat. I was not present. The appealed cases of Augustine
Spencer, Chauncey L. Higbee, Charles A. Foster, and Robert D. Foster, came up;
but as they failed to appear, the cases were referred back to the court below.
[History of the Church VI:426]

It is no wonder that the Fosters did not appear to appeal their case. They had
something much more pressing to attend to: they were major proponents of
the Nauvoo Expositor, then being printed. Four days later, it would appear on
the streets of Nauvoo, and as a direct result of suppressing it, Joseph Smith
would be killed in a matter of weeks. For background, see Samuel W. Taylor,
Nightfall at Nauvoo (New York, 1971), pp. 220‐23.
PROVENANCE: Accompanying the document is a photocopy of a 1997 signed,
notarized letter from a respected collector stating the Midwestern source from
whom he obtained this item in 1974; together with my signed letter verifying
that I made this copy personally from the original letter of provenance (now lost)
in 1997.
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RICKOFF, A. P. AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED twice to his brother A[ndrew].
J[ackson]. RICKOFF (in Portsmouth, Ohio). Cincinnati, September 18, 1846.
27 X 21 cm. 2 pages (each signed ornately) on one leaf of light blue writing paper
with conjugate leaf blank but for address portion and recipientʹs docket. Written
in a fine hand. Some rumpling and a number of apparently original light ink
smears. Purchased eleven years ago and now hastily cataloged.
$25
Both men appear to have been Ohio educators of note, and the writer also served
as an officer of the local ʺHouse of Refugeʺ and was a proponent of phonetic
spelling. Of interest here is a single sentence at the bottom of the first page,
showing reaction by an educated man of refinement to the situation at Nauvoo:
There has an account arrived in town that there has been quite an engagement
between the mormons of Nauvoo and the anti‐mormons of the surrounding
country, which resulted in the death of some sixteen individuals[;] one was a
mormon and the rest were anties.

The second page, without heading, reads like a sermon, quite splendidly written,
and seems a bit unusual. It is signed with flourishes at the end, ʺYours in hope of
a better World, A. P. Rickoff.ʺ
40

ʺ. . . should be read by everybody.ʺ –Millennial Star
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ROBINSON, Philip Stewart. SINNERS AND SAINTS. A Tour Across the States,
and Round Them; With Three Months Among the Mormons. By Phil Robinson, Author
of ʺUnder the Sun.ʺ Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1883.
18 cm. x, 370, [4 (ad for Under the Sun)] pp. Orig. yellow decorated cloth. Soiled
and extremities wearing; internally very good and partially unopened.
$85
Flake 7392 (also showing a London edition of the same year, and a ʺNew and
cheaper editionʺ from London in 1892). A recommendation in favor of this book
appeared in The Latter‐Day Saintsʹ Millennial Star for Monday, October 30, 1882,
page 703 . . .
ʺSinners and Saintsʺ is the title of an interesting book about to be published in
England and America.
Its author is Mr. Phil Robinson, the talented
correspondent, whose entertaining letters to the New York World, about the
ʺMormons,ʺ have delighted many. The book will treat further of Utah and its
people, and should be read by everybody.

ʺI have read, I can assert,ʺ reports Robinson of his visit in 1882,
everything of importance that has ever been written about the Mormons, but a
single glance at these thousands of hardy men fresh from their work at the
plough—at the rough vehicles they had come in, ranged along the street leading
to the Tabernacle, at their horses, with the mud of the fields still upon them—
convinced me that I knew nothing whatever of this interesting people. . . . In his
opening address, President Taylor said,—
ʺThe antagonism we now experience here has always existed, but we have also
come out of our troubles strengthened. I say to you, be calm, for the Lord God
Omnipotent reigneth, and He will take care of us.ʹ [pp. 78‐79]
.....
. . . the Church was exhorted to stand firm, to allow persecution to run its course,
and above all, to be ʹmanly in their fidelity to their wives.ʹ Nor could anything
exceed the impressiveness of the response which the people gave
instantaneously to the appeal of their President for the support of their voices.
The great Tabernacle was filled with waves of sound as the ʹAmensʹ of the
congregation burst out. The shout of men going into battle was not more stirring
than the closing words of this memorable conference spoken as if by one vast
voice: ʹHosannah! for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth; He is with us now
and will be for ever. Amen!ʹʺ [p. 81]
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35

ʺSEEINGʺ SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH[.] Published for The Seeing Salt Lake City
Car & Automobile Company by the Souvenir Novelty Co.[,] Salt Lake City[.] No
date (but ca. 1911?).
17.7 X 22.7 cm. [40] pp., all but the title comprised of black & white images from
photographs. Inside front wrapper and both sides of back wrapper contain
simple railroad company advertisements. Printed on sized paper. Orig. brown
illustrated wrappers tied with a cord as issued. Very good.
$60
COMPARE to Flake 7608d (which is described as only 16 cm. tall). The interesting
first illustration (verso of title) shows three motorized long open‐air touring cars
and a street car all fully loaded with ladies and gentlemen, posed on South
Temple Street with the temple behind. Street scenes show a mix of motorized
and horse‐drawn carriages. Ladies in Liberty Park sport frilly long dresses and
showy hats. Includes outlying resorts and copper mine; the final page shows the
Twin Falls of the Snake River in Idaho.

ʺThe Popul Vuh, or sacred book from which many of the legends and traditions we
have quoted tonight were taken, was not translated into English until 1860 . . .ʺ – p. 186
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[SMITH, Hyrum O.] BOOK OF MORMON TALKS by ORION[.] Birth Offering
Series.—No. 4[.] Lamoni, Iowa: Published by the Board of Publication of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 1902.
18¼ cm. 187 pp. + 6 plates on sized paper showing ruins at Palenque and Mitla.
Collated COMPLETE. Orig. flexible maroon cloth. Covers dull and with some soil
but not overly worn. Generally very good but for some unsightly staining to
some later leaves in the bottom right corner areas.
$45
FIRST EDITION, Flake 7895, showing only the copy at Brigham Young University.
OCLC adds more copies, but no more in Utah. Later editions appeared in 1904,
ʹ08 and ʹ12. Somewhat insipid but highly energetic and faith‐promoting,
presented in stilted dialogue. Four children approach their Papa for an
explanation of the Book of Mormon. They have already been attending nightly
meetings to hear ʺBro. Scott preaching on that subject, but we do not thoroughly
understand it; so we have decided to come to you . . .ʺ (p. 5). Papa is only too
happy to oblige, and he drags in extensive scientific and topographical texts by
having the children read them aloud during their extended conversation ‐
presented here within quotation marks . . .
Papa.— . . .The Egyptian was evidently something like what we call ʺshorthandʺ
and the Hebrew like our ʺlonghand.ʺ Their writing material was scarce and for
that reason they used the Egyptian mostly. But the Hebrew had been altered by
them also, he says. Now we will take up this part of the subject and see if it is
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sustained by the discoveries made among the ruins. Ethel, you may read us
statements made by Mr. Bancroft and others as quoted by Elder Heman C. Smith
in his ʺTruth Defended,ʺ pages 129 to 133:
Ethel.—ʺThe theory that the Americans are of Jewish descent has been discussed
more minutely and at greater length than any other. . . .ʺ [p. 119; etc., etc., etc.]
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[SMITH, Joseph] MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENT signed ʺJoseph Smithʺ in receipt for
$500 received from a widow for real estate. City of Nauvoo, April 29, 1841.
15½ X 19½ cm. One half‐page. Filing docket on verso signed by D. Greenleaf.
Moderate wear; weak center fold strengthened nearly invisibly on verso with
archival tissue.
$850
A SECRETARIAL SIGNATURE; NOT written by Joseph Smith himself. The receipt
reads in its entirety as follows:
City of Nauvoo April 29. 1841
$500ʺ ‐
Received of Widow Hilman Five hundred dollars, for which I
agree to give her a bond for a deed for the Lot on which she now
resides in Nauvoo, and also for Two Lots in Zarahemla, Iowa
Territory

Joseph Smith
The bond which Smith promises to give to the lady would have been standard
usage of that time, similar to many examples seen by historians and collectors.
During periods while a resident struggled to make payments on his or her land
over a period of years, such a bond would provide comfort and assurance that
even if the deed might be contested at some point, there would still be security in
hand.
The buyer in this instance may have been Sarah King HILLMAN, widow of
Mayhew HILLMAN (1793‐1839) who died during the first, unhealthy autumn in
Commerce; see his numerous entries in Church historical sources. Sarah (born
August 24, 1797) would have been forty‐three years old at this time. She had at
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least two sons reaching early adulthood, Silas (born 1820, built a house in
Nauvoo) and Ira (born 1827), as well as two younger daughters, Mandana and
Sariah. They were members of the Nauvoo First Ward, later moving to western
Iowa for a time.

Two aspects of this receipt are interesting and significant. It was issued over the
name of Joseph Smith, but not personally signed or written by him. There are
reasons for this . . .
In 1841, the Prophet had delegated to the Twelve the business of settling the
Saints in the new gathering place. Now, he asked them to handle the land
exchanges. This was one solution to the overdue payments owed Horace R.
Hotchkiss and his partners for the land in northern Nauvoo. In a general epistle
to the Saints living away from Nauvoo, the Twelve urged contributions towards
the debt directly or by swapping land. Ignoring the interest that had accrued,
they acknowledged as the churchʹs obligation a debt of $53,500.
Even with this delegation of duty, Joseph Smith, as the churchʹs chief financial
officer, was not far removed from the land business. From time to time, he
offered explanations to justify church activities. In one such public comment in
1843, he said that when immigrants bought from private landowners, they
Yes, Smith admitted, he was
denied church leaders needed resources.
speculating on church land—selling at a profit—but the process supported
church purposes. Widows received building lots at no cost. Income from sales
helped meet loan payments on the tracts. [Glen M. Leonard, Nauvoo: A Place of
Peace, A People of Promise (SLC: Deseret Book Company, 2002), pp. 166‐67]
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Second, Josephʹs precise words on the subject, as originally recorded by Willard
Richards, were as follows:
suppose I sell you land for $10 per acre & I gave 3.4.5.pr acre. then you are
speculating says one. yes, I will tell you how. I buy others lands & give them to
the widow & the fatherless.—
[address to new emigrants, at the temple, Thursday, 13 April 1843, in Andrew F.
Ehat and Lyndon W. Cook, eds., The Words of Joseph Smith . . . (Provo, Utah, 1980),
p. 192, also cited by Leonard, above]

The receipt here at hand, however, displaying Sarah Hillmanʹs five hundred
dollars received in Josephʹs name, suggests that at least some widows and their
fatherless children might be excepted from the general charity.
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[SMITH, Joseph – death] Anne M[athilda Huntoon]. HARMON and her
husband I[saac]. D[ewey]. HARMON. AUTOGRAPH LETTERS SIGNED to ʺDear
Mother [in law]ʺ and ʺDear Father [Dr. E[lijah]. D[ewey]. HARMON],ʺ
respectively, on individual conjugate leaves of ordinary writing paper, with
address portion directed to ʺMrs. Welthyan L[oomis]. Harmonʺ in Naperville,
DuPage County, Illinois. Peru, LaSalle County, Illinois, July 1, 1844.

24½ X 20 cm. 2 pp. and 1½ pp., respectively, plus address portion postmarked
July 2 from LaSalle. A stampless folded letter in fine, clean condition.
$600
With colorful details of difficult travel, incessant rain, frustrating business, and
hopeful speculation for advantages to accrue to Dr. Harmon if the expected
annexation of Texas takes place. Isaac then concludes his letter as follows:
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A Boat has just arrived from below & reports the Death of Jo. Smith (the great
Mormon Prophet) & his Brother & Richards their Secretary – they were Shot in a
fight between the Mormons & Citizens at Carthage– where Jo was confined in jail
having surrendered himself to Gov Ford. The Mormons came on from Nauvoo
& attempted his rescue, and in the fight that ensued he was killed– It is feared
that before this there has been a terrible battle between the Citizens & Mormons
as both parties are much enraged and in arms for the conflict — Gov Ford is on
the ground, & if he thinks the interests of the ʺDemocratic Partyʺ require prompt
measures taken to suppress the Mob – he may do something – otherwise expect
to hear of doings that will throw the Philadelphia riots entirely in the shade —

The town of Peru is located on the Illinois River in north central Illinois. ISAAC
DEWEY HARMON (ca. 1812‐1880s; md. Anne Mathilda Huntoon) was a merchant
in LaSalle County until moving in the 1860s to Chicago, where his father,
considered the father of Chicago medicine, had lived a most colorful life.
ʺDuring the war of 1812,ʺ according to Alfred Theodore Andreas, Dr. Elijah D.
Harmon (1782‐1869, the recipient of this letter)
. . . was a volunteer surgeon on board the ʺSaratoga,ʺ Commodore McDonoughʹs
flag‐ship, and was with that officer in the celebrated naval engagement of
Plattsburg, September 11, 1814; returning to Burlington at the close of the war
and resuming his practice. . . . In 1829 the Doctor suffered some pecuniary
reverses and resolved to attempt recuperation in the Great West. He arrived at
Chicago in May, 1830; his family following him the succeeding year. He took
the place of Dr. Finley, who was absent, and was installed at the fort as post
surgeon, performing the duties of that office in addition to such private practice
as was attainable in those days. On the night of the 10th of July, 1832, General
Scott arrived with troops, on the steamer ʺSheldon Thompson,ʺ among whom the
cholera had manifested itself—six cases developing on the morning of July 9,
subsequent to which the disease quickly attacked the whole command. In
consequence of this the two companies in the fort antecedent to the arrival of
General Scott were isolated and placed under the charge of Dr. Harmon, who
ascribed his success in the treatment of the cholera cases that broke out in the
sequestered troops to abstinence from the use of calomel by him. . . . In the
winter of 1832, Dr. Harmon performed an amputation upon a half‐breed
Canadian, who had frozen his feet while transporting the mail upon horseback
from Green Bay to Chicago; this being the first surgical operation of any
importance performed. . . . A case of rusty instruments, a library of about one
hundred volumes and a stock of medicines brought from the Green Mountains,
constituted the stock in trade of the Father of Medicine in Chicago. His residence
was a cabin of hewn logs; his larder, a repository of flour, bacon and coffee. But
. . . the doctorʹs practice increased and multiplied as rapidly as Jacobʹs cattle. Dr.
Harmon pre‐empted one hundred and forty acres of land, the northern boundary
of which was in the vicinity of Sixteenth Street . . . In 1834, Dr. Harmon migrated
to Texas, and until the time of his death—January 3, 1869—divided his sojourns
between that State and Chicago. Dr. Harmon had nine children, four of whom
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died in infancy. The remaining five are Charles Loomis Harmon, Isaac Dewey
Harmon, Harriet Harmon, Lucretia Harmon, and Welthyan Loomis Harmon. In
honor of the Doctor, Harmon Court received its name.
[History of Chicago. From the Earliest Period to the Present Time. In Three Volumes
. . . (Chicago: A. T. Andreas, 1884), I:458]
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[SMITH, Thomas Wood] . . . THE ʺONE BAPTISM:ʺ Its Mode, Subjects, Pre‐
Requisites and Design. Who Shall Administer? Published by the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Plano, Ill. [caption title and imprint;
at head: ʺNo. 6.ʺ]. [At bottom of page 16: ʺPrinted at Herald Office, Plano,
Kendall County, Illinois.ʺ] N.d. (but 1870s?)
22 cm. 16 pp. Disbound, with first and final leaves neatly separated from the
gathering (could easily be repaired). Toned and with medium wear.
$45
COMPARE TO FLAKE entries 8102, 8102a and 8103, all of which seem to differ from
this example, and all of which look scarce.
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STENHOUSE, T. B. H. THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN SAINTS: A Full and Complete
History of the Mormons, . . . New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1873.
SALESMANʹS SAMPLE BOOK, with a number of interesting plates at the front
including fine engraved portrait of Brigham Young. 23 cm. About 24 leaves of
sample text, including the title, preface and contents. At the end are numerous
lined subscription sheets separated by lavender blotter pages, but all are blank
and unused. Sample tan sheep spine with black leather label stamped in gold
affixed to inside front board (and in fine, fresh condition). The binding (green
cloth decorated in gilt) has medium wear, and the text block has separated
completely from the binding case.
condition noted: $65
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TIMES AND SEASONS. ʺTRUTH WILL PTEVAIL [sic].ʺ Commerce/Nauvoo, Illinois,
November 1839 – February 15, 1846 [I:1 – VI:23; Whole Nos. 1‐4, 6‐131].
Volumes 1‐6, the complete run
except for one issue never
bound with this group: LACKS
the issue for March 1840 (1:5,
pp. 65‐80 of the first volume);
collated otherwise complete,
including the folding plate.
Vols. 4 and 5 have their
individual title and contents
leaves. (Title and index leaves
were also produced for Vol. 6,
but are less frequently seen, and
are not present in this set.)
22.2 ‐ 23 cm. (pages). Bound in
four physical volumes: Vols. 1‐4
in two later nineteenth‐century
physical volumes of full tan
polished sheep gilt, all edges
gilt;
Vols. 5‐6 in individual
earlier, mid‐nineteenth‐century brown half‐calf over marbled boards. Medium
wear (substantial wear to the boards of Vol. 5) but very solid except for front
board of the first volume which, while holding securely, is separating along
upper and lower joint areas.
Text condition varies and is often foxed or browned. Some issues have
considerable underlining (very old), but other issues are often clean and fairly
bright. There is relatively little actual wear to the text, and I would characterize
the over‐all condition broadly as A VERY GOOD SET OF THIS DIFFICULT TITLE. The
folding plate (ʺA Facsimile From the Book of Abraham, No. 2ʺ) is foxed, but
essentially free from any wear, with very strong folds. The black‐bordered
martyrdom issue (July 1, 1844, ʺAwful assassination of JOSEPH AND HYRUM SMITH
. . .ʺ) is not particularly foxed, and is in very good condition.
$36,000
Flake 8955; Crawley 60. The Times and Seasons is one of the great but under‐
appreciated sources for the most fruitful period of Mormon development, and
served as the official organ of the Church during the final years of Joseph Smithʹs
life. ʺOne cannot hope,ʺ writes Peter Crawley,
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to understand the Nauvoo period of Mormonism without the Times and Seasons.
More than its predecessors, it captures the spirit of the Latter‐day Saints as it
chronicles their day‐to‐day efforts to spread their message and gather the
converted. Its pages reflect the optimism which fueled the building of the City of
Joseph and the sorrow which accompanied its abandonment. [Crawley entry 60,
p. 96]

At top: the folding plate from the Book of Abraham; at bottom left, the Joseph & Hyrum Smith
martyrdom report, ʺAwful assassination . . .ʺ

These pages contain much which might seem almost timeless, today. However,
these things had to appear somewhere for the first time, and often, that time was
here, in the volumes at hand. The WENTWORTH LETTER, for example, presenting
the Articles of Faith, was first published in the Times and Seasons issue for
March 1, 1842 (3:9; page 710). Joseph Smithʹs ʺTry the Spiritsʺ appeared on
Friday, April 1, 1842 [3:11], p. 745, and in the issue for April 15 was his famous
article on ʺBaptism for the Dead.ʺ Most Latter‐day Saints have heard of Joseph
Smithʹs early revelation regarding the fate of John the Beloved (now D&C 7), but
how many people realize that . . .
. . . the Times and Seasons is the earliest account that indicates this revelation was a
translation of an ancient parchment. Joseph Smith was the editor of the Times
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and Seasons when this revelation was published as part of his history; therefore,
this additional item concerning the revelation is an authentic description of its
origin. The earlier versions, all manuscripts, contain no mention of the
parchment. [Robert J. Woodford, The Historical Development of the Doctrine and
Covenants . . . A Dissertation Presented to the Department of Ancient Scripture,
Brigham Young University . . . (Provo, Utah, April 1974 [Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University Microfilms International, c. 1980 by Woodford], 1:176, 178 referring to
Times and Seasons 3:18 (July 15, 1842), p. 853]

Joseph Smithʹs First Vision, as understood and recited by missionaries
worldwide today, was first published in the Times and Seasons 3:11
(April 1, 1842), p. 748 . . .

. . . and Mormonismʹs most nearly‐canonized hymn, ʺO My Fatherʺ by Eliza R.
Snow, first saw print on the back page of the Times and Seasons issue for
November 15, 1845 (6:17, p. 1039) . . .
[continues on next page . . . ]
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UNIMPEACHABLE TRUTHS[.] What some Prominent People Say after a Careful
and Personal Investigation of the Great Bear River Valley, Utah. [caption title].
[Chicago: Jas. Jay Smith & Company, Land and Immigration Agents, Chicago,
Union Pacific and Northwestern Line], n.d. (but 1898?).
BROADSHEET, 41.8 X 25.6 cm. (approx. 16½ X 10 inches). 2 pages, printed front
and back on a single tall sheet which reads fully open, top to bottom, in two
broad columns. Logos of the Union Pacific and Northwestern Railroads appear
beside the large bold‐face title. Folded in sixths (as issued, surely) and with a
little rumpling and some light staining, but not bad.
$150
NOT IN FLAKE; NOT ON OCLC. Warm testimonials of Utahʹs lands, produce and
people from Midwestern religious folk who have visited and inspected the area,
but who are not Mormon. There is about a paragraph on each side regarding the
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Mormons, assuring the potential emigrant that polygamy is over with, and you
can hardly tell a Saint from a Gentile these days, because everyone is so kind and
progressive. A pleasing little discovery. The four lengthy testimonials are dated
in late 1897.
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Utah (Territory) Laws, statutes, etc. RESOLUTIONS, ACTS AND MEMORIALS
Passed at the FIFTH ANNUAL SESSION of the LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY of the
TERRITORY OF UTAH: Convened at Fillmore City, Dec. 11, 1855. Great Salt Lake
City: 1855 [i.e., 1856].
19 cm. 51 pp. Original primitive‐looking sheep‐
backed plain green boards. Ink stains on front board
(inside and out). Very good and the pages clean and
free of wear or writing, but the first leaves toned to a
yellowish color. Portion torn from lower blank margin
of one internal leaf, most likely an original paper flaw.
$275
Flake 9385a, saying ʺActs giving prominent Mormons
ferry rights on the Green River, etc. and setting county
boundaries with such statements as ʹsix miles north of
Brigham Young, Sen., and Lorenzo Snowʹs flouring
mill in Brigham City.ʹʺ Crawley 1083, showing seven locations (but some bound
with other laws, unlike the separate appearance here) and noting that ʺSamuel
W. Richards watched the book being printed on May 1, 1856.ʺ OCCL shows
more locations, but with some duplication or overlap.
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THE WESTERN GALAXY. (An Illustrated Magazine) Published Monthly by E. W.
Tullidge, 50 W. Second South St., Salt Lake City, U.T., 1888.
23½ cm. The complete run of 464, [1] pp. (plus ads) consisting of the four
numbers issued in three, dated March – June 1888. MODERN HEAVY BLACK
BUCKRAM CLOTH, with most of the original wrappers bound in. Text nearly fine,
light wear to wrappers. Includes the four finely‐engraved portrait plates of R C.
Chambers, Moses Thatcher, Brigham Young (seated), and Lorin Farr, all in fine,
rebound with most wrappers bound in: $200
clean condition.
Flake 9706. Scarce, and with valuable Western historical content. This title
continued, if only for a season, Tullidgeʹs earlier Quarterly Magazine.
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Womanʹs Home Missionary Society (Methodist Episcopal Church). POSTCARD
SIGNED by [Miss] M. E. Morehouse who was the secretary of their Methodist
Book Concern office in Manhattan. New York, June 12, 1909.
3¼ X 5½ inches, pre‐printed with one‐cent postage. Purple ink stamp below the
handwritten message: ʺWomanʹs Home Missionary Soc/ 150 Fifth Avenue,
New York.ʺ Mailed at 12:30 p.m., then postmarked again as received in
Smithtown (Long Island) at 6:00 p.m. the same day. Toned and with medium
wear.
$25
Interesting example of daily hands‐on work of this well‐established concern.
Miss Morehouse writes to Miss F. N. Tyler: ʺWe have very little on Mormonism.
There are to be some new ones soon. We have sent you what we have, the cost of
them being five cents.ʺ Miss Tyler shows up in the Societyʹs published reports
during that era making small contributions or purchases.

[catalog continues on next page . . . ]
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YOUNG, Brigham. Large DOCUMENT SIGNED as Governor, to settle the British
estate of wealthy pioneer Thomas TENNANT who had died on the plains enroute
to Salt Lake City on October 4, 1856. Also signed by Daniel SPENCER, George P.
STILES, and J. W. CUMMINGS. Further signed as witnesses by Joseph HORNE and
Hiram KIMBALL. Great Salt Lake City, February 25, 1857.

Shadows caused by glare across the acetate. Pocket watch shown to suggest size of
the document (approximately 18 X 22 inches in all, when open as shown).

44 X 28 cm. (17¼ X 11 inches when closed, not counting enclosure). 2½ pages on
two conjugate leaves of light blue paper lined for writing, the final page blank.
Comprised of four sections: 1) primary text signed by Spencer and the witness;
2) attest by Judge Stiles; 3) attest by Cummings as court clerk; and
4) attest of Stiles and Cummings by Young, who signs: ʺBrigham Young
Governorʺ The length of Youngʹs fine, bold signature (not counting the flourish)
is 3¼ inches. The full length of his two lines for writing his name and
ʺGovernorʺ is 4½ inches, shown below actual size (when printing this page on 8½
X 11 letter paper):
BEARING THE OFFICIAL EMBOSSED PAPER STAR‐SEALS of the court and of the
Territory (the latter on yellow‐orange paper, and referenced in the text
immediately above Youngʹs signature). Fully conserved with all holes and
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weaknesses professionally filled or repaired with archival tissue; the whole then
encapsulated between sheets of archival acetate, with fold to correspond to the
documentʹs original back‐fold (not laminated; could be removed easily by
cutting the edges of the acetate to open the enclosure). Slight loss of a little
writing, and some signatures impacted somewhat by folds or repaired tears
(though complete); the Young signature is very good, as shown.
$3,750

THE ORIGINAL POWER OF ATTORNEY FROM DANIEL SPENCER TO ORSON PRATT,
ʺof No 42, Islington, Liverpool in the County of Lancaster in England[,]
Gentleman . . .ʺ According to the present text, ʺ. . . the said Daniel Spencer was
on the Eighteenth day of December, A.D. one thousand eight hundred and Fifty
six, appointed by the Probate Court of Great Salt Lake County in the Territory of
Utah, United States of America, Administrator of the Estate of Thomas Tennant
Esqr late of the County of Lancaster in England, (deceased).ʺ And what an estate
it must have been! According to one source,
Well‐to‐do land owner Thomas Tennant, Esquire, sold his Midlands estate for
27,000 pounds, millions by today’s measure, to bolster the empty coffers of the
emigrating fund. He, age forty‐six, his wife Jane, age twenty‐six and their one‐
year‐old son Thomas made the journey in the Hodgett Wagon Train. His
caravan included four wagons and a carriage.
He was one of those whom Elder Daniel Spencer described as starting ʺwith
plenty of means to come through.ʺ [Heidi S. Swinton and Lee B. Groberg,
Sweetwater Rescue: The Willie and Martin Handcart Story (American Fork, Utah:
Covenant Communications, 2006), p. 14.]

Sadly, a little before reaching Fort Laramie, the Tennant family ʺtook bad . . .
with the fever & ague,ʺ as fellow traveler Henry Hamilton recorded in his
journal. Thomas then developed complications with diarrhea and expired near
Scotts Bluffs. ʺI seen him die,ʺ wrote Hamilton; ʺit was 1/2 past 1 P.M. October
4th[.] took & buirid him at Fort Laramie[.]ʺ Jesse Haven read the thermometer
the previous day at 112½ degrees in the sun, and also noted Tennantʹs passing:
ʺHe had done much to gather the Saints from England. He was rich as to this
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worlds goods. done much for the Church[.]ʺ (Henry Hamilton and Jesse Haven
journals, Church History Library, accessed online)
Indeed, Thomas Tennant became treasurer of Brigham Youngʹs ill‐fated Deseret
Iron Company when it was organized in London in 1852. The Church had gone
looking for its wealthier members to invest in the southern Utah enterprise, and
Tennant ranked third, just below company president Erastus Snow (also head of
the Scandinavian Mission) and secretary Franklin D. Richards (president of the
British Mission). Christopher Jones Arthur, an LDS emigrant to Cedar City, Utah
Territory in 1854, remembered serving there as under‐secretary to Richards and
under‐treasurer to Tennant. But Tennant had not actually been to Utah. When it
came time to emigrate, his fortune allowed him to outfit four or five wagons for
his family alone, but his wife would arrive in the Valley, a widow. (Arrington,
Great Basin Kingdom, 123; Arthur biography in Jenson, LDS Biog. Ency., 2:187)
For an ILLUSTRATION OF THE FARM which the Tennants left behind in England, see:
http://history.lds.org/media/marshall‐tennant‐farm‐l?lang=eng#1
It should be interesting for someone to trace the implications of the present
document in further detail. It embodies legalese, almost to the furthest extent that
such language can reach, and it contains enough stipulations to cover an army.
Brigham signs with boldness, and the whole piece is designed to be very official.
What did Orson Pratt do with this sheet of paper? He must have presented it to
proper authorities in England, and then, what?
The reputation of Thomas Tennant did not die on the plains. Two critical ladies
heard the gossip and wrote about Tennant in their books. They suggested a
pathetic fate for his widow who was purportedly cheated out of her fortune by
Young and left to languish in insanity, or trudge out to daily labor in support of
her little boy (she died in Salt Lake City fifty years later, in 1906). Thatʹs the stuff
potboilers are made of ‐ or was there some truth in what they said? The
proximity between this item now at hand and what follows is close enough to
intrigue us, but perhaps it may stir the imagination a little too far? . . .
A) From Catherine (Van Valkenburg) Waite, The Mormon Prophet and his Harem;
Or, An Authentic History of Brigham Young . . . (Chicago and Cincinnati, 1868), pp.
161‐62:
One Mr. Tennant, a gentleman residing in Lancashire, England, embraced
Mormonism. His property was estimated at over $70,000. He was soon marked
as a victim. By appliances and representations brought to bear with much
assiduity, he was induced to purchase of Brigham Young a house in Salt Lake,
which he had never seen, and pay for the same the sum of $20,000 [more credible
sources actually say $25,000 or $30,000 ‐ RG]; about four times its value. In
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addition to this, large sums of money were obtained from him by the Elders,
under pretence of his becoming a share‐holder and partner with Young in grist‐
mills, sugar machinery, iron‐works, &c., solemnly assuring him in relation to its
safe investment and future profits. Mr. Tennant died while crossing the Plains,
leaving a wife, with a young child. On arriving in Salt Lake, Mrs. Tennant,
instead of being comfortably installed in the house purchased by her husband,
found herself placed in lodgings, the carriage, horses, and other property seized
upon, and herself placed under the control of a guardian. This, together with the
loss of her husband, so worked upon her mind, that she became insane.
Afterward Brigham gave her in marriage to Daniel Spencer, as his fourth or fifth
wife [I find nothing to confirm this ‐ RG], and thus completed the wrongs for
which the poor woman will call him to account in the day of judgment. She now
lives upon a miserable pittance doled out from the tithing‐office.

B) In Chapter XII of Wife No. 19, or The Story of A Life in Bondage, Ann Eliza Webb
Young makes even more hay from this story, and has the Tennants actually
pushing handcarts themselves, determined to suffer right along with the
humblest of the Saints. In this version, Thomas dies not from diarrhea, but from
utter exhaustion, comforted only by the knowledge that he has purchased,
through Franklin D. Richards, a fine mansion where his beloved Jane may retire
in comfort. But when she arrives in Salt Lake City, the investment turns out to be
a shack . . . (Hartford: Dustin, Gilman & Co., 1878), p. 225:
She was shocked and troubled at what seemed such a piece of swindling on the
part of the President and the church authorities, although at first she was
inclined to exonerate Brigham Young and blame Apostle Richards for
misrepresentation; but an audience with Brigham soon convinced her that he
was at the bottom of the whole affair, and she felt bitterly enough towards the
man who, under the guise of religious benevolence, would be guilty of such a
piece of trickery. Even this poor shelter was not left her very long. The place,
and, indeed, most of the valuable things which her husband had sent to make
their home in Zion more comfortable, were taken for tithing and on other
pretences, and in a very few months this woman was compelled to go out to
daily labor to earn her bread, her rightful property going to fill the already
overflowing coffers of the ʺProphet of the Lord.ʺ Indeed, the entire Hand‐Cart
expedition was a good speculation for the President, and helped replenish the
prophetic pocket.

. . . to ask, demand, sue for, recover and receive all or any sum or sums of money, debts,
dues, interests or profits of any nature or kind whatever, which now are, or at any time or
times hereafter shall become due, owing, payable or belonging to the Estate of the said
Thomas Tennant Esqr (deceased) of and from all and every the person or persons to whom
it doth, shall or may belong to pay the same on any account whatsoever . . .
[from p. 1 of the document]
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